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January 8, 2016

ADDRESSEE
TITLE
SAMPLE COMPANY NAME
ADDRESS
CITY, STATE  ZIP

Fair Value Appraisal of Stock Options Granted by SAMPLE COMPANY for Financial Reporting Purposes

Dear ________________:

At your (the “Client’s) request, Arpeggio Advisors, LLC (“Arpeggio”) has prepared the attached valuation analysis and report
to assist you with the fair value (“FV”) allocation of the purchase price of SAMPLE COMPANY (“SAMPLE COMPANY” or the
“Company'”) on a non-controlling, non-marketable basis. This valuation analysis was prepared with an effective date of
December 31, 2014 (the “Valuation Date”).

We performed the valuation analysis for purposes of transfer planning and reporting. The standard of value to be applied
in our valuation analysis is fair value The term “fair value” is defined per Accounting Standards Codification Topic 820, Fair
Value Measurements:

…the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly transaction between market 
participants at the measurement date.

The valuation is based on the going concern premise of value meaning that the business will continue to operate as an 
ongoing enterprise.
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Our valuation considers, among others, the factors described in Rev. Rul. 59-60 (the “Rev. Rul.”). The Rev. Rul.
states that all relevant factors should be taken into consideration when performing an appraisal of an interest
in a closely held business, including the following:

 The history and nature of the business;

 The economic outlook in general, and the condition and outlook of the specific industry in particular;

 The book value of the stock and the financial condition of the business;

 The earnings capacity of the business;

 The dividend-paying capacity of the business;

 Whether or not the business has goodwill or other intangible value;

 Sales of the stock and the size of the block to be valued; and

 The market prices of stocks of corporations engaged in the same or similar line of business having their
stocks actively traded in a free and open market, either on an exchange or over-the-counter.

Our valuation analysis and conclusions are presented in the attached report.
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Based on the assumptions and limiting conditions as described in this report, as well as the facts and
circumstances as of the Valuation Date, we determined fair value of common stock options in SAMPLE
COMPANY to be (Schedule A-1):

$0.08 per common share

$0.04 per common stock option

Distribution of this letter and report and its associated results, which are to be distributed only in their entirety, are
intended for and restricted to the Client for financial reporting purposes, and may also be disclosed to the Client’s
financial statement auditor. This letter and accompanying report are not to be used, circulated, quoted, or otherwise
referred to, in whole or in part, for any other purpose or to any other party for any purpose without the express written
consent of Arpeggio.

The approaches and methodologies used in our work did not comprise an examination in accordance with generally
accepted auditing standards, the objective of which is an expression of an opinion regarding the fair representation of
financial statements or other financial information, whether historical or prospective, presented in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles.
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We express no opinion on and accept no responsibility for the accuracy and completeness of the financial
information or other data provided to us by others. We assume that the financial and other information provided
to us is accurate and complete, and we have relied upon this information in performing our valuation.

We appreciate the opportunity to be of service to you. A copy of this report and the detailed working papers from
which it was prepared has been retained in our files. If you have any questions concerning this valuation report,
please contact the undersigned at (770) 286-3169.

Very truly yours,

Arpeggio Advisors, LLC

__________________________

Arpeggio Advisors, LLC
Michael S. Blake, CFA, ASA, ABAR, BCA
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Appraiser Certification
I certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief:

• The statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct.

• The reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions are limited only by the reported assumptions and limiting 
conditions, and are my personal, unbiased professional analyses, opinions, and conclusions.

• I have no present or prospective interest in the business or property that is the subject of this report, and I
have no personal interest or bias with respect to the parties involved.

• My compensation is not contingent on any action or event resulting from the analyses, opinions, or 
conclusions in, or the use of, this report.

• My analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been prepared, in conformity
with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice of the Appraisal Foundation and the
Principles of Appraisal Practice and Code of Ethics of the American Society of Appraisers.

• This report was prepared by Michael S. Blake, CFA, ASA, ABAR, BCA.

• In the past three years prior to this engagement, our firm has received $0 in professional fees for services
provided to the Client.

Michael S. Blake, CFA, ASA, ABAR, BCA
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Executive Summary

Engagement Summary _______________, TITLE, SAMPLE COMPANY (“SAMPLE COMPANY”) engaged Arpeggio
Advisors, LLC to perform a fair value of common stock options of SAMPLE COMPANY
(alternatively. the “Company”). We issued our report, subject to certain terms and
limiting conditions described elsewhere, on January 8, 2016.

Subject of Valuation Common stock options granted to employees as compensation and underlying 
common stock.

Standard of Value Fair value (“FV”) per Accounting Standards Codification topic 820, Fair Value 
Measurements.

Premise of Value In continued operation as a going concern

Effective Date of Value 
(the “Valuation Date”)

December 31, 2014

Value Conclusion $0.08 per common share
$0.04 per common stock option

Intended Users of the 
Report

The Client and its financial and legal advisors, and its financial statement auditor.
Our report may also be shared with the Internal Revenue Services for purposes of
reporting per Internal Revenue Code Section 409A.
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Sources of Information Considered or Used

• 2014-2020 financial projections prepared by the Client;

• Discussions with _____________________________________; 

• Data from Capital IQ information service provided by Standard & Poor’s;

• Industry data from IBISWorld for “Business Analytics and Software Publishing in the 
U.S.” March 2014.;

• Duff & Phelps LLC’s “2015 Valuation Handbook:  Guide to Cost of Capital”;

• Duff & Phelps LLC’s “2015 Valuation Handbook:  Industry Cost of Capital”;

• Economic data from "National Economic Report – December 2014" as published by 
KeyValueData™; and

• Other sources as stated in the body of this report and the attached schedules.

• In addition, we reviewed appraisal literature and court decisions regarding lack of
control and lack of marketability discounts, as well as various business appraisal
articles, books and other publications related to the valuation of closely held
businesses and entities.
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Definition of Fair Value

Per Accounting Standards Codification Topic 820, 
Fair Value Measurements:

• …the price that would be received to sell an asset 
or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly 
transaction between market participants at the 
measurement date.
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Overview of Information Considered

Internal Revenue Ruling 59-60 states that “all relevant factors” must be taken into 
consideration when valuing a business, including:

• The history and nature of the business;

• The economic outlook in general, and the condition and outlook of the specific
industry in particular;

• The book value of the stock and the financial condition of the business;

• The earnings capacity of the business;

• The dividend-paying capacity of the business;

• Whether or not the business has goodwill or other intangible value;

• Sales of the stock and the size of the block to be valued; and

• The market price of stocks of corporations engaged in the same or similar line
of business having their stocks actively traded in a free and open market,
either on an exchange or over-the-counter.
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About SAMPLE COMPANY

Business Description SAMPLE COMPANY provided products and solutions to help
healthcare organizations improve overall performance.
Specifically, the Company’s solutions helped its clients manage
internal and external perception, implement quality and process
improvement initiatives, and evaluate performance.

Summary Data Founded on January 17, 2014 by the combination of OTHER
SAMPLE COMPANY NAMES.

Target Markets The Company’s markets were targeted at healthcare insurers
and providers across the United States.

Key Executives and 
Personnel (resumes 
included in appendix)

Recent Transactions 
Involving the Subject 
Interest

We understand there were not transactions relevant to the fair
value of the Subject Interest within 1 year preceding the
Valuation Date.
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Financial Overview
An important step in the valuation of any company is an
analysis of its performance over time. Past sales and
earnings growth can provide an indicator of future
growth and can put the company's current performance
in an historical context. In addition, a comparison of a
company’s key financial ratios with those of the relevant
industry can provide useful information regarding a
company’s financial position.
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SAMPLE COMPANY Projected Income 
Statements

The Company was created on the Valuation Date, and was expected to operate at a 
breakeven EBITDA level in 2015, with revenue growth increasing as a result of 
planned investments, funded by capital raises.  2014 combined revenue of the 
SAMPLE COMPANY predecessor companies was approximately $4.3 million.
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SAMPLE COMPANY Balance Sheet

• As of the Valuation Date, the Company’s 
relevant balance sheet items were the 
following (Schedule H-1):

• Cash = $3,122,328
• Accounts Receivable = $1,783,282
• Debt = $6,836,071
• Debt-free, Cash-free Net Working Capital = 

$1,070,174

• The Company provided balance sheet 
forecasts, also presented in Schedule H-1.
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Financial Analysis

• The Company was revenue positive and below breakeven as of the 
Valuation Date.

• Forecasted losses were in contemplation of investments that the 
Company planned for building out technology and expanding the 
sales force.

• “Other” current assets was largely comprised data sources and 
sundry inventories.

• The Company was roughly breaking even on its operations.

• The Company had $6,836,071 of debt
• The Company appeared to have sufficient short-term liquidity as 

of the Valuation Date.
• The Company’s financials largely appeared as would be expected 

of an emerging software technology company.
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Industry and Economic 
Environment
Buyers and sellers typically consider the current and
expected industry and economic conditions in which the
subject company operates. Accordingly, we present a
summary and analysis of those environmental
conditions that were relevant to the Company as of the
Valuation Date.
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Industry Summary

• The Company was a participant in the Business Analytics and Enterprise 
Software Publishing Industry.

• The industry was a $28.2 billion industry in the U.S.

• The industry was in a mature-growth phase.
• Statistical and predictive analysis software (applicable to the Company) 

represented 13% of the market.
• The industry was highly concentrated, with market leaders were IBM, 

Microsoft, SAP and Oracle representing over 80% of the market.

• Barriers to entry into the industry were low.
• Niches and vertical specialization (such as healthcare) were important 

differentiators.
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Industry Drivers

Driver Explanation Outlook

Corporate profit Profits motivate investment in 
software.

Private investment in 
computers and software

Increasing reliance on technology 
drives investment.

Regulation for the investment 
management industry

The industry needs to increase 
investment in record keeping.

Yield on the 10-year treasury 
note

Lower interest rates makes 
financing acquisitions less 
expensive.

Demand from health and 
medical insurance

New regulations require healthcare 
companies to make new 
investments in software.
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Company Success Drivers

Factor Explanation Company

Ease of use Ease of use facilitates customer adoption.

Quick 
technology 
adoption

Adopting new technologies quickly offers a 
competitive advantage. SAMPLE COMPANY had 
plans to make several acquisitions as of the 
Valuation Date.

High market
profile

Reputation can offset technology risk.  The Company 
was not one of the largest players in the industry.

Value pricing It is important to create price structures focused on 
value rather than cost.  The Company used software-
as-a-service pricing.

Skilled labor Attracting and retaining developers is key in the 
industry.  The Company seemed to be able to do so.

Providing
related 
products and 
services

Broad product and service offerings attract more 
customers.  SAMPLE COMPANY had plans to make 
several acquisitions as of the Valuation Date.
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Historical and Forecasted Demand
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The National Economy Summary

• Gross domestic product growth in Q4 2014 = 2.6%, 
following a 5.0% growth rate for the third quarter.  
However, the Fed cut its GDP growth forecast for 
2015 to 2.6% from 3.0%, and for 2016 to 2.6% from 
2.9%.

• The unemployment rate was 6.7% in March 2014, 
had fallen to 5.6% in December 2014.

• Industrial production was increasing.
• The Conference Board Consumer Confidence Index 

was strong (92.6%) and rising.
• Consumer spending was up 4.3% in Q4 2014, the 

strongest gain since 2006.
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Corporate Profits
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10-Year Treasury Yields (%)
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Economic and Industry Environment Conclusions

• Industry indicators were generally positive.
• Economic indicators were neutral and/or 

mixed – corporate profits were in decline but 
interest rates were also in decline.

• Regulatory requirements appeared to 
support the industry.

• The overall industry and economic 
environment was positive for the Company 
and would have been considered a positive 
value influencer.
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Valuation Methodologies
Professional valuation standards require that multiple
approaches to value be considered. This does not mean
that they must necessarily be used, but there must be
specific reasons that drive the decision to use one
approach in favor of another.
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Levels of Value Inputs

Input Level Description

Level 1 Input Unadjusted quoted prices in active markets for identical assets or 
liabilities

Level 2 Input Quoted prices for similar assets or liabilities in active markets
Quoted prices for identical or similar assets or liabilities that are 
not active

Level 3 Input Unobservable inputs for the asset or liability, including theoretical 
models

ASC 820 envisages three “levels of value” with a hierarchy that indicates the 
preference according to which valuation approaches (inputs) should be utilized.  
Level 1 inputs are preferred over Level 2 inputs and Level 2 inputs are preferred 
over Level 3 inputs.  Market models are generally preferred to income models.

In summary, market-based methodologies are considered superior value indicators 
to values produced with theoretical models.
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Approaches to Valuing a Company

Approach Description Relied Upon?

Income 
Approach

The value of a company is a function of the cash it is expected to generate.
Future expected cash flows are discounted by a “discount rate” that is associated with 
the rate of return expected on an investment that generates those cash flows.
Typical income approach techniques include:

 Discounted cash flow (“DCF”) method (used for our analysis)
 Capitalization of earnings method
 H-Model

No – Although we 
were provided with 
detailed financial
forecasts, there was 
sufficient information 
to rely on the market 
approach, (i.e. Level 2 
Inputs)

Market 
Approach

The market approach establishes value through the analysis of the market prices of 
the equity of comparable, publicly-traded companies and through an analysis of 
recent sales of private businesses operating in the same industry as the business 
being valued.  

Typical market approach techniques include: 

 Use of guideline public companies ("GPC") (used for our analysis)
 Use of merged and acquired (“M&A”) company pricing data (used for our 

analysis)
 Use of recent transactions involving the company’s stock
 Consideration of bona fide offers to by the company or subject interest

Yes– we we did not 
find sufficient
comparable data, for 
public companies and 
recently acquired 
private companies, to 
justify the use of the 
market approach.  
ASC 820 prefers the 
use of market 
approaches to other 
approaches.

Asset
Approach

Indicates that a company’s value is equal to the sum of the values of its constituent 
assets. 

The two most commonly applied valuation methods under the asset approach are 
the cost method and the net asset value method. 

No – the Company 
was an operating 
company and a going 
concern.
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Valuation Analysis
This section describes how we incorporated the information 
provided to us by the Company and information obtained 
through our own research, and applied financial and business 
valuation theory in producing the value conclusion.
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Discount Rate

• A discount rate converts anticipated cash flows to the 
investor into terms of present day dollars actually held.  
When debt-free cash flows are discounted, the discount 
rate is equal to the returns on investment expected by 
shareholders and lenders, and this is expressed as the 
weighted average cost of capital, or WACC.

• The cost of equity and cost of debt must be estimated.

• The higher the discount rate, the lower the present value.

• Although estimating the subject company’s discount rate 
is an integral step in performing a business valuation 
using the income approach, it is also useful when making 
adjustments to market approach-multiples to account for 
subject-company specific factors.
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Cost of Equity

 Risk-free rate – yield on 
the 20-year Treasury bill 
as of the Valuation Date

 Equity risk premium – the 
return premium required 
to move out of t-bills and 
into stocks

 Industry-specific risk 
premium – the return 
premium required to 
invest in stocks in SIC 
Code 7374 – Computer 
Processing and Data 
Preparation Services.

 Size specific risk premium 
– the return premium 
required to invest in small 
companies (10th decile by 
market capitalization, 
Ibbotson data, 25th

category of 25 by revenue, 
Duff & Phelps Data)

 Company-specific risk 
premium – the return 
required to accept other 
risks not accounted for 
above
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Company-specific Risk
Premium

Industry-specific Risk
Premium

Size-based Equity Risk
Premium*

Long-term Equity Risk
Premium

Risk-free Rate of Return

Average Cost of Equity = 21.1% (Schedule D-1)

• The Duff & Phelps Long-term Equity Risk Premium is roughly equivalent to the 
Ibbotson Equity Risk Premium and Size Risk Premium (Schedule D-1).

• These and other cost of equity estimation methodologies are explained in Appendix B 
to this report.

23.1% 24.1%
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Company-Specific Risk Premium
Risk Category Comment Impact on Risk

Leverage The Company’s book equity was negative (Schedule H-1).

Operating history The Company had no operating history as a combined entity, although its constituent 
business units did have operating history of several years.

Reliability of financial data The Company’s historical financial data was not necessarily indicative of its potential 
performance as a combined entity.

Customer concentration The Company did not report significant customer concentration.

Uncertainty of projections The Company’s projections reflected aggressive growth plans.

Management depth The Company had a well-rounded management team.

Access to capital The Company appeared to have ready access to equity and debt providers.

Volatility of cash flow The Company had no operating history as a combined entity.

Supplier leverage Supplier leverage was not important.

Geographical distribution The Company’s target markets were nationwide.

Availability of labor Labor was highly-skilled and could be challenging to find/train, though the Company 
did not report difficulty in recruiting.

Breadth of products The Company’s services were the product of three combined companies, though they 
were similar to one another.

Regulatory risk The industry’s value proposition was driven by the Affordable Care Act.

Competitive advantage Competition was moderate and fragmented.

Concluded CSRP = 10.0%
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Cost of Debt

• Base market cost of debt = 4.7% - the yield 
on Moody’s rated Baa bonds as of the 
Valuation Date.

• As interest on debt is tax-deductible, the 
after-tax cost of debt must be computed and 
applied.

• Tax rate = 38.0%, Georgia tax rate of 6.0% 
and federal tax rate of 34%.

• After-tax cost of debt = 4.7% x (1-38.0%) = 
2.9%.
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Weighted Average Cost of Capital

WACC = (Cost of Equity x Weight of Equity*) + (Cost of Debt x Weight of Debt*)

83.8%

16.2%

WACC

Wt. Equity

Wt. Debt

* Wt. Debt & Wt. Equity = 5-year historical capital structure for small companies within SIC 
7374, Computer Processing and Data Preparation Services (Exhibit D-1).

Weight of Equity = 83.8%

Weight of Debt = 16.2%

Cost of Equity = 23.6%

Cost of Debt = 2.9%
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Weighted Average Cost of Capital Conclusion
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Market Approach – Mergers & Acquisitions Method

• Under the mergers & acquisitions (“M&A”) method, the purchase prices of 
shares of acquired companies are correlated to various financial measures of 
their respective operations, such as revenue, earnings, and cash flow.

• Those relationships are expressed as ratios of value to those financial 
measures, such as Total Invested Capital (Debt plus Equity, less non-operating 
cash and other non-operating assets) to Revenue or Enterprise Value to 
Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation and Amortization (“EBITDA”). 
Invested capital is often synonymous with the sale price of the company.

• These ratios associated with acquired companies that are identified as 
comparable to the subject company are applied to the subject company’s 
financial data.

• We conducted research to identify acquired companies that can be reasonably 
compared to the Company and for which valuation data was available.  We 
searched for firms whose business descriptions appeared to match that of the 
Company, were headquartered in the U.S., and where the transaction took 
place between January 1, 2011 through December 31, 2014 (inclusive).  We 
identified 16 such companies and analyzed their basic financial data, as well as 
their sale price multiples.  Detailed information about those companies is 
presented in Schedule B-1.
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Forward-Looking Multiple

• In this instance, the subject company’s 
financial data applied to the valuation 
multiple is forward-looking (2015 projected) 
due to the absence of an operating history.  

• Accordingly, the revenue is discounted by the 
subject company’s cost of capital, or 20.2%.

• The revenue applied to the valuation 
multiple was  2015 projected revenue of 
$26,583,684 x (1-20.2%) = $21,201,286 
(Schedule B-1).
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M&A Summary

Target Name TIC/Revenue TIC/EBITDA Revenue Invested Capital
Dodge Data & Analytics, Inc. 1.9x nmf $170,000,000 $320,000,000 
Evolv, Inc. 7.3x nmf $6,110,000 $44,710,000 
Cision AB 1.3x 11.8x $127,340,000 $165,280,000 
Dynamics Research Corporation 0.7x 7.4x $286,710,000 $203,210,000 
Scout Analytics, Inc. 6.0x nmf $5,400,000 $32,500,000 
Black Knight InfoServ, LLC 2.1x 11.7x $1,860,550,000 $3,852,930,000 
eResearchTechnology, Inc. 1.9x 9.0x $193,730,000 $377,000,000 
Convio, Inc. 3.4x 35.5x $80,350,000 $274,420,000 
Sotera Defense Solutions, Inc. 1.3x 15.0x $232,670,000 $312,890,000 
StrategicOne, Inc. 3.3x nmf $2,000,000 $6,670,000 
AdXpose, Inc. (formerly Mpire Corporation) 4.9x nmf $4,001,014 $19,421,000 
Campus Labs, LLC 5.7x nmf $6,900,000 $39,000,000 
R. L. Polk & Co. 3.4x 14.6x $403,400,000 $1,383,196,000 
n/a 0.8x 7.7x $1,193,070 $900,000 
Inside Network Inc. 8.4x 33.5x $1,597,000 $13,356,382 
GlobalLogic Inc. 1.7x nmf $250,000,000 $420,000,000 
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The TIC (total invested capital)/revenue multiple was used because there were 
multiples available for each transaction and the coefficient of variation was only 
slightly higher (0.71 vs. 0.65) than the TIC/EBITDA (earnings before taxes, interest, 
depreciation, and amortization) multiples.  Additional details are available in Schedule 
B-1.



Analysis of Subject Company Relative to Acquired 
Companies

The Company likely1 differed from the acquired companies 
in the following ways:
• No operating history as a combined company;
• The Company was smaller than the acquired companies;
• The challenge of integrating multiple companies’ 

operations;
• Relatively high leverage on a book basis (with negative 

book equity);
• Relatively strong growth projected;
• Relatively strong access to capital;
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1There are frequently significant data gaps with respect to privately-held acquired 
companies.  Accordingly we cannot state definitively that such differences exist 
among the acquired companies incorporated into our analysis.



Selection of the Valuation Multiple
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The selected multiple was based on the harmonic mean of the data set, adjusted for risk (-1.1x) and 
growth (0.4x) of the Subject Company relative to the acquired companies.

Harmonic 
Mean (2.1x)

Selected 
Multiple (1.4x)



Adjustment of the Computed Multiple

• The harmonic mean is the appropriate base for 
computing the valuation multiple to apply to the 
Company’s value.

• The valuation multiple should be adjusted to reflect 
differences between the comparable acquired 
companies and the subject company.

• The typical adjustment mechanics are associated with 
differences in risk and growth between the acquired 
companies and the subject company.

• The relative weighted average costs of capital are 
quantitative indications of relative risks between the 
subject company and the comparable transactions.
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Adjustment for Risk

• The adjustments for risk originate from the fact that the acquired companies were larger than 
the subject company, invoking a smaller size-based risk premium.

• In addition, it is reasonable to assume that the average company-specific risk premium is 0%.
• The capital structure and cost of debt are held constant, but cost of equity should be adjusted.
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The average cost of 
equity of the subject 
company was 23.6%, 
whereas the average 
cost of equity of the 
acquired companies 
was 11.3%.  See 
Schedules B-2 and D-1.



Adjusted Multiple
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The adjusted WACC of 9.9% is 48.9% of 
the Subject Company’s WACC, which 
translates to a TIC/Revenue multiple that 
is 48.9% of the harmonic mean multiple 
of 2.1x – 1.0x (Schedule B-2).

The multiple was then adjusted upward 
by 0.4x to reflect expected future 
growth.*  This was done qualitatively.  

Accordingly, the concluded TIC/Revenue 
multiple was 1.4x.

*The risk associated with the projections was considered in the subject company’s company-
specific risk premium (10.00%).



Conclusion of Value, M&A Method

See Schedule B-1 for more detail.
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Our merger and acquisition analysis produced the following value conclusion:

Harmonic Mean Multiple 2.1x
Multiple Adjustment for Risk -1.0x
Multiple Adjustment for Growth 0.4x
Selected Multiple 1.5x

2015 Projected Revenue $          26,583,684 
Discounted by 20.2% $          (5,382,399)
Revenue Applied to Value Analysis $          21,201,286 

Indicated Fair Value of Total Invested Capital 30,994,650 

Less: Interest-Bearing Debt (6,836,071)

Indicated Fair Value of 100% of the Equity 24,158,579 

Plus: Excess Working Capital -

Indicated Fair Value of Equity on a Controlling, Marketable Basis $         24,158,579 

Estimated Fair Value of Equity on a Controlling, Marketable Basis (Rounded) $         24,160,000 



Market Approach – Guideline Public Company Method

• Under the guideline public company (“GPC”) method, the trading prices of 
shares of publicly-traded companies are correlated to various financial 
measures of their respective operations, such as revenue, earnings, and 
cash flow.

• Those relationships are expressed as ratios of value to those financial 
measures, such as Total Invested Capital (Debt plus Equity, less non-
operating cash and other non-operating assets) to Revenue or Enterprise 
Value to Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation and Amortization 
(“EBITDA”).

• These ratios associated with public companies that are identified as 
comparable to the subject company are applied to the subject company’s 
financial data.

• We conducted research to identify publicly traded companies that can be 
reasonably compared to the Company.  We searched for firms whose 
business descriptions appeared to match that of the Company and were 
traded on a U.S. exchange.  We identified six such companies and 
analyzed their basic financial data, as well as their trading multiples.  
Detailed information about those companies is presented in Schedules C-
1 and C-2.
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GPC Summary

Company Name TIC/Revenue TIC/EBITDA Revenue ($000’s) EBITDA
Margin

Historical 3-Year 
Growth

Aetna Inc. 0.6x 7.8x 58,003 8.2% 19.7%

Benefitfocus, Inc. 5.6x -14.9x 137 -37.6% 25.9%

National Research Corp. 3.5x 10.8x 99 32.5% 9.3%

Healthstream Inc. 3.6x 22.0x 171 16.4% 27.6%

Computer Programs & Systems Inc. 3.1x 11.8x 205 26.0% 5.7%

Quality Systems Inc. 1.5x 16.3x 477 9.0% 4.5%

The Advisory Board Company 2.9x 33.5x 582 8.6% 0.0%

Merge Healthcare Incorporated 2.3x 13.8x 212 16.9% -3.0%

Hooper Holmes Inc. 1.0x -4.4x 29 -21.5% -17.7%

HMS Holdings Corp. 4.1x 20.5x 443 19.9% 6.8%

MedAssets, Inc. 2.9x 9.6x 720 29.9% 7.6%

Streamline Health Solutions, Inc. 3.0x -8.1x 28 -37.0% 16.3%
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The TIC (total invested capital)/revenue multiple was used because the 
coefficient of variation was lower (0.48 vs. 0.55) than the TIC/EBITDA 
(earnings before taxes, interest, depreciation, and amortization) multiples.  
Additional details are available in Schedule C-2.



Analysis of Subject Company Relative to Guideline 
Public Companies

The Company differed from the acquired companies in the 
following ways:
• No operating history as a combined company;
• The Company was smaller than the guideline public 

companies;
• The challenge of integrating multiple companies’ 

operations;
• Relatively high leverage on a book basis (with negative 

book equity);
• Relatively strong growth projected;
• Less access to capital (no access to the public markets)
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Selection of the Valuation Multiple
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The selected multiple was based on the harmonic mean of the data set, 
adjusted for risk (-1.0x) and growth (0.4x) of the Subject Company 
relative to the guideline public companies.



Adjustment of the Computed Multiple

• The harmonic mean is the appropriate base for 
computing the valuation multiple to apply to the 
Company’s value.

• The valuation multiple should be adjusted to reflect 
differences between the guideline public companies 
and the subject company.

• The typical adjustment mechanics are associated 
with differences in risk and growth between the 
acquired companies and the subject company.

• The relative weighted average costs of capital are 
quantitative indications of relative risks between the 
subject company and the guideline public 
companies.
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Adjustment for Risk

• The adjustments for risk originate from the fact that the acquired companies were larger than 
the subject company, invoking a smaller size-based risk premium.

• In addition, it is reasonable to assume that the average company-specific risk premium is 0%.
• The capital structure and cost of debt are held constant, but cost of equity should be adjusted.
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The average cost of 
equity of the subject 
company was 23.6%, 
whereas the average 
cost of equity of the 
guideline public 
companies was 
11.0%.  See 
Schedules C-3 and 
D-1.



Adjusted Multiple
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The adjusted WACC of 9.7% is 47.8% 
of the Subject Company’s WACC, 
which translates to a TIC/Revenue 
multiple that is 47.8% of the 
harmonic mean multiple of 2.0x –
0.9x (Schedule C-3).

The multiple was then adjusted 
upward by 0.4x to reflect expected 
future growth.*  This was done 
qualitatively.  

Accordingly, the concluded 
TIC/Revenue multiple was 1.4x 
(rounded).

*The risk associated with the projections was considered in the subject 
company’s company-specific risk premium (10.00%).



The GPC Method Produces a Non-controlling Value

• Share prices are quoted on a single-share basis.
• Publicly traded single shares do not possess any 

elements of control, and thus the market 
subjects them to a minority discount (or 
discount for lack of control).

• As the Subject Interest (100% of the equity) is a 
controlling interest, the minority interest 
discount must be reversed in order to match the 
level of value in the engagement (controlling).

• The control premium is added to the equity 
value only as public share prices are not linked 
to debt.
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Importance of the Control Premium

• Control has distinct benefits of value and buyers are willing to pay a 
premium for those benefits

• Determination of management compensation and perquisites;
• Declaration and payment of dividends;
• Acquisition or sale of treasury shares;
• Acquisition or liquidation of assets or the firm itself;
• Establishment of policies and alteration of the course of business;
• Diversification through acquisitions or internal development;
• Consolidation through divestiture or merger;
• Selection of suppliers;
• Alteration of articles or bylaws; and
• Rights to liquidate, dissolve, sell, or recapitalize.

Accordingly, a premium is appropriate for equity interests that confer 
these rights if the valuation methodology (such as the GPC method) 
relies on non-controlling interest pricing data.
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Historical Control Premia

Year of Study 
% Control 

Premium Paid 

% Minority 
Interest 

Discount 
Number of 

Transactions 
    

2005 34.5 25.7 391 
2006 31.5 24.0 454 
2007 31.5 24.0 491 
2008 25.7 20.5 678 
2009 36.8 26.9 446 
2010 32.6 24.6 509 
2011 30.3 23.3 622 
2012 26.7 21.1 241 
2013 28.6 22.2 321 

    
Median 31.5% 23.9% 428 

 

Source:  2014 Mergerstat Review

Control premia are measured by observing the acquisitions of public 
companies and comparing the price paid to the stock price prior to 
announcing the acquisition.  A summary of  market wide control 
premia paid in transactions is provided below.
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Estimating the Control Premium

• The control premium is typically estimated by observing and analyzing the premia paid 
when controlling interests of publicly held companies are acquired, comparing the pre-
bid market capitalization to the post-bid market capitalization.  

• We searched for, but were unable to identify a sufficient number of transactions in 
recent years involving targets that were similar to the Company.

• Accordingly, we considered the control premia implied by all transactions from January 1, 
2013 through the Valuation Date that were financially motivated (as opposed to 
strategically).

• We excluded transactions outside of the interquartile range of control premia (between 
8.7% and 32.4%) so as to minimize the impact of outliers.

• The mean control premium within the interquartile range was 21.4%. 

• We identified no company-specific factors that would call for an adjustment to the 
control premium beyond that indicated by market data. 

• We selected a 22.7% discount for lack of control.

• Further detail is available in Schedule F-1.
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Control Premium Conclusion
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The selected control premium is consistent with control premia
paid in financially-motivated acquisitions in 2013-2014.

Source:  Mergerstat



Conclusion of Value, Guideline Public Company Method

See Schedule B-1 for more detail.
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Our guideline public company analysis produced the following value conclusion:

Harmonic Mean Multiple 2.0x
Multiple Adjustment for Risk -0.9x
Multiple Adjustment for Growth 0.4x
Selected Multiple (rounded) 1.4x

2015 Projected Revenue $           26,583,684 
Discounted by 20.2% $            (5,382,399)
Revenue Applied to Value Analysis $           21,201,286 

Indicated Fair Value of Total Invested Capital 30,352,185 

Less: Interest-Bearing Debt (6,836,071)

Non-controlling Fair Value of 100% of the Equity $           23,516,114 

Plus: Control Premium: 22.7% 5,338,014 

Fair Value of Equity on a Controlling Basis $           28,854,127 

Plus: Excess Working Capital -

Indicated Fair Value of Equity on a Controlling, Marketable Basis $           28,854,127 

Estimated Fair Value of Equity on a Controlling, Marketable Basis (Rounded) $           28,850,000 



Allocation of Equity Value
Companies today are being financed using many forms of capital other than 
traditional common equity and interest-bearing debt.  The use of preferred 
stock, warrants, convertible debt, and other complex financing instruments by 
businesses has become more of the norm than the exception. Understanding 
these equity securities, each of which provide their holders with unique rights, 
privileges, and preferences, is the key in performing a valuation. 
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Equity Allocation Methodologies

Equity Allocation Method Description

Option Pricing Model 
(“OPM”)

Each class of convertible preferred shares is treated as a call option with the 
exercise price equal to the class’ respective liquidation preferences.  When the 
company’s equity reaches a value that exceeds a class’ liquidation preference, 
that class of shares is assumed to convert into common and then the 
converted share class receives additional value as a common shareholder.

The option pricing model is appropriate in the majority of cases where the 
subject company is a going concern and no exit is visible and imminent.  We 
applied this equity allocation methodology.

Probability-Weighted 
Expected Return Model

Various exit and going concern scenarios are modeled (such as liquidation, IPO, 
strategic sale, going concern), and payouts to each class of shares in each 
scenario are calculated.  Each payout scenario is assigned a probability and the 
probability weighted outcomes are added up for each class of shares, options, 
and warrants.

Typically only used when an exit, such as an initial public offering or a merger, 
is both visible and imminent.

Current Value Method Preferred shares and cumulative dividends are treated as debt (junior to any 
true debt).  

Typically only used in a liquidation scenario or if the company was recently 
founded or if preferred shares are not convertible.

The AICPA Practice Aid titled ,Valuation of Privately-Held-Company Equity Securities Issued as Compensation describes three 
acceptable methods of allocating value of the equity of a company having a capital structure involving multiple classes of stock. 
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Share Features

Share Class Issue/Exercise
Price

Liquidation 
Preference1

Dividends Convertible
?

Participatio
n?

Series Preferred Seed $0.25 1x no Yes No

Common Stock n/a

Options Granted $0.25 

1Multiple in terms of issue price
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The Company’s equity structure consisted of  “Preferred Seed” shares 
(treated as preferred stock), common stock, and common stock 
options.



Share Financial Summary

Share Class Common Stock 
Equivalent (in shares)

Liquidation 
Preference

Conversion Value
Threshold1

Series Preferred Seed 116,000,000 $29,000,000 $29,000,000
Common Stock 24,000,000 n/a

Options Granted 8,277,000 n/a

Options Available 1,123,000 n/a

1Minimum value of total company equity required to induce conversion into common shares.

See Schedule E-2 for greater detail.
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The Company’s equity value would need to be at least $29 million in 
order for the Preferred Seed shareholders to consider converting their 
holdings to common shares.



Conversion Summary

The Company’s equity value was below the preferred shares’ 
conversion threshold.
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Company Equity Value 
= $26,505,000



The Black-Scholes Model

The formula for pricing a call option is as follows:
C = SN(d1) - Xe-rtN(d2)

Where:
S = Stock Price
X = Exercise Price 
t = Time to Expiration (Years) 
r = Risk-Free Rate 
σ = Volatility (Standard Deviation) 

d1 = 1st Black-Scholes Parameter
where d1 = [ln (S/X) + (r + .5 * σ2) * t]/[σ * SQRT(t)]

d2 = 2nd Black-Scholes Parameter
where d2 = d1 - [σ * SQRT(t)]

σ2 = Variance = Square of Standard Deviation

N(-d1) = Cumulative Normal Distribution Function
N(-d2) = Cumulative Normal Distribution Function

The Black-Scholes model was published 
by Fischer Black and Myron Scholes in 
1973.  The original application was to 
price short term commodity derivatives 
and its use has expanded to many 
applications in finance.

Robert Merton published a term to 
adjust the model for dividends in 1978 
and thus the model is sometimes call 
the Black-Scholes-Merton model.

Black and Scholes were awarded the 
Nobel Prize in Economics in 1997 for the 
Black-Scholes Model.  
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Using Black-Scholes in the OPM

Variable Description Application in OPM

Stock price The current price of the stock The current equity value of the 
company

Exercise price The exercise/strike price of the option The minimum company value 
required for the share class to have 
value.  The strike price is different 
for each class and is cumulative.

Time to 
expiration

The time remaining until the option 
expires

The estimated time until a liquidity 
event.

Risk-free rate The opportunity cost of holding the 
option, rather than investing in a risk-
free asset

The yield on a U.S. Treasury
security with a term equal to the 
time to expiration.

Volatility The propensity of the underlying stock 
to vary in price over time

Derived from the price volatilities 
of guideline public company 
stocks.
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Option Pricing Model Inputs

Preferred Seed Preferred
Seed, Common 
Stock

Preferred 
Seed, Common 
Stock, Issued 
Options

Preferred 
Seed, Common 
Stock, All 
Options

Stock price $25,505,000 $25,505,000 $25,505,000 $25,505,000

Exercise price $0 $29,000,000 $34,760,000 $35,011,230

Time to 
expiration

5 years 5 years 5 years 5 years

Risk-free rate 1.65% 1.65% 1.65% 1.65%

Volatility 49.8% 49.8% 49.8% 49.8%
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Guideline Public Companies’ Volatilities
Guideline Public Company Base 1-year Daily Logarithmic 

Price Volatility
Adjusted 1-year Daily Logarithmic 

Price Volatility

Aetna Inc. 21.0% 28.7%

Benefitfocus, Inc. 73.9% 99.9%

National Research Corp. 40.2% 52.7%

Healthstream Inc. 41.5% 56.1%

Computer Programs & Systems Inc. 24.6% 33.3%

Quality Systems Inc. 28.9% 39.0%

The Advisory Board Company 37.8% 51.1%

Merge Healthcare Incorporated 44.5% 58.4%

Hooper Holmes Inc. 47.0% 47.0%

HMS Holdings Corp. 43.5% 58.9%

MedAssets, Inc. 32.0% 43.3%

Streamline Health Solutions, Inc. 48.6% 48.6%

Selected (Median) Volatility 49.8%
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The volatilities for the Black-Scholes model are typically estimated by using guideline public company data.  As many public 
companies are (possibly much) larger than the subject company, and smaller companies tend to have greater price volatility than 
larger companies, we adjust the GPC’s volatilities to be more reflective of the smaller subject company.  This is accomplished 
through data presented in "Valuing Illiquid Common Stock" Edward A. Dyl and George J. Jiang, Financial Analysts Journal Volume 
64, Number 4, July/August 2008 and is presented in Schedule G-2.



Equity Value Allocation Results

Share Type Gross Value per Share

Preferred Seed $0.20

Common Shares $0.12

Granted Options $0.07

Available Options $0.07

See Schedule E-3 for additional detail.
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Adjustments to Value
Certain elements of value may not be captured in the 
core valuation model.  Accordingly, we considered and, 
where appropriate, applied certain adjustments to the 
computed value, as described in the following slides.  In 
particular, we made adjustments for lack of controlling 
interest and lack of marketable interest, as indicated in 
ASC 820 when such discounts are deemed to be 
considered by market participants.
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The Subject Interest is Non-Controlling

• The merged and acquired company method 
produces a value conclusion that assumes a 
controlling interest.

• The guideline public company method was 
adjusted to produce a value conclusion that 
indicates a controlling interest so as to be 
comparable to the merged & acquired company 
method.

• The Subject Interest (one common share) is a 
non-controlling Interest.

• A discount for lack of control should be 
considered or we risk overvaluing the 
Subject Interest.
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Discount for Lack of Control (“DLOC”)

• Control has distinct benefits of value and buyers are willing to pay a 
premium for those benefits

• Determination of management compensation and perquisites;
• Declaration and payment of dividends;
• Acquisition or sale of treasury shares;
• Acquisition or liquidation of assets or the firm itself;
• Establishment of policies and alteration of the course of business;
• Diversification through acquisitions or internal development;
• Consolidation through divestiture or merger;
• Selection of suppliers;
• Alteration of articles or bylaws; and
• Rights to liquidate, dissolve, sell, or recapitalize.

Accordingly, a discount is appropriate for determining the value of 
equity interests that do not confer these rights.
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Historical Control Premia

Year of Study 
% Control 

Premium Paid 

% Minority 
Interest 

Discount 
Number of 

Transactions 
    

2005 34.5 25.7 391 
2006 31.5 24.0 454 
2007 31.5 24.0 491 
2008 25.7 20.5 678 
2009 36.8 26.9 446 
2010 32.6 24.6 509 
2011 30.3 23.3 622 
2012 26.7 21.1 241 
2013 28.6 22.2 321 

    
Median 31.5% 23.9% 428 

 

Source:  Mergerstat Review

Control premia (which are converted into DLOCs) are measured by 
observing the acquisitions of public companies and comparing the 
price paid to the stock price prior to announcing the acquisition.  A 
summary of  market-wide control premia paid in transactions is 
provided below.
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Implied Lack of Control Discount

The formula to convert a control premium into a minority discount is as 
follows:

[1 - (1 ÷ (1+control premium)] = minority discount

We searched for, but were unable to identify a sufficient number of transactions in recent years 
involving targets that were similar to the Company.

Accordingly, we considered the control premia implied by all transactions from January 1, 2013 
through December 31, 2014 that were financially motivated (as opposed to strategically).

We excluded transactions outside of the interquartile range of minority discounts (between 
7.6% and 25.3%) so as to minimize the impact of outliers.

The median DLOC within the interquartile range was 19.3%. 

We identified no company-specific factors that would call for an adjustment to the DLOC beyond 
that indicated by market data. 

We selected a 18.5% discount for lack of control, the average of the mean (17.6%) and median 
(19.3%) DLOCs.

Further detail is available in Schedule F-1.
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Comparing the Estimated DLOC to the Market

Selected DLOC (18.5%)

The selected DLOC is 
consistent with 
control premia
observed in the 24 
months prior to the 
Valuation Date and 
also with all control 
premia observed in 
2005-2013 within a 
reasonable margin 
for error.
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Data is presented in Schedule F-1.



The Subject Interest is Non-Marketable

• The merged and acquired company and guideline 
public company methods produce value 
conclusions that assume a marketable interest.

• The Subject Interest (one common share/one 
common stock option) in a privately held company 
is a non-marketable Interest.

• A discount for lack of marketability should be 
considered or we risk overvaluing the Subject 
Interest.
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Discount for Lack of Marketability (“DLOM”)

• Marketability refers to the ability to convert an asset 
into cash.

• Marketability consists of two elements – liquidity and 
contractual restrictions or lack thereof.

• The longer it takes to sell an asset, the less marketable 
it is.

• The more expensive it is to sell an asset, the less 
marketable it is.

• The less generally desirable the asset, the less 
marketable it is.

• The more another party can legal constrain the asset’s 
sale, the less marketable it is.
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Factors Impacting Marketability*

Adjustment to Discount Comments

Accessibility and reliability of financial information Considered in discount rate

Concentration of ownership interest

Liquidity of assets held by the company Much of the Company’s assets were intangible assets.

Potential buyers Considered in DLOM model

Access to capital Considered in discount rate

Size of the business Considered in discount rate

Dividend/distribution Policy Considered in DLOM model

History and nature of the business Considered in discount rate

Desirability of the business Considered in DLOM model

Existence of restricted stock agreements Considered in DLOM model

Consistent high profitability Considered in discount rate

Quality and competence of management team Management appeared experienced and suited to run the Company

Existence/effect of pending litigation We were aware of no pending or actual litigation involving the Company

Size of stock block relative to other investors The stock block was one common share/one common stock option

Extent of contractual restrictions Considered in DLOM model

Holding period Considered in DLOM model

Redemption policy No redemption policy

Costs of an initial public offering (“IPO”) An IPO was not a realistic possibility in the near term

*From Bernard Mandelbaum et al v. Commissioner (T.C. Memo 1005-255)
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Approaches to Estimating the DLOM

Approach Description Relied Upon?

Theoretic
al Models

Theoretical models estimate the DLOM  by way of arithmetical 
formulas that are largely populated with market and/or company-
specific inputs.   Theoretical models include:

Protective Put Option (Chaffee) Model (Used in our analysis)
Asian Put Option (Finnerty) Model
Lookback Put Option (Longstaff) Model
Quantitative Marketability Discount (Mercer) Model

Yes – We believe that 
theoretical models, and the 
Chaffee model in 
particular, flexibly and 
credibly capture both 
market pricing 
mechanisms and 
company-specific 
characteristics.  Such 
models are also less 
subject to user bias.

Empirical
Data

Empirical methods estimate the DLOM by observing the pricing 
behavior of less-than-marketable securities and apply information from 
that pricing behavior to the subject interest.  Empirical methods 
include:

Restricted Stock Studies (observing the pricing discount when 
restricted shares are traded)
Pre-Initial Public Offering Studies (observing the pricing discount when 
shares are traded prior to an IPO)
Long-term Equity AnticiPation Securities (“LEAPS”) – observing the 
pricing of long-term (multiyear) options

No – Most publicly 
available empirical data 
studies are many years, if 
not decades old.  
Establishing comparability 
of the public securities to 
the subject company is 
also problematic.
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The Protective Put (“Chaffee”) Model

In 1993, David B. Chaffe III, published an article in Business Valuation Review discussing his theory that the Black-
Scholes pricing model could be used to determine the amount of a marketability discount. He demonstrated that 
the value of an at-the-money put option i.e. when stock price is equal to exercise price, as a proportion of the 
price of a stock is a good estimator of discounts taken on restricted stocks.

The formula for pricing a put option is as follows: 

 
P = Xe-rtN(-d2) - SN(-d1) 

 
Where: 
 

S = Stock Price 

X = Exercise Price  
t = Time to Expiration (Years)  
r = Risk-Free Rate  
σ = Volatility (Standard Deviation)  

d1 = 1st Black-Scholes Parameter 
     where d1 = [ln (S/X) + (r + .5 * σ2) * t]/[σ * SQRT(t)] 
d2 = 2nd Black-Scholes Parameter 
     where d2 = d1 - [σ * SQRT(t)] 
σ2 = Variance = Square of Standard Deviation 

N(-d1) = Cumulative Normal Distribution Function 

N(-d2) = Cumulative Normal Distribution Function 
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Using Black-Scholes in the DLOM

Variable Description Application in OPM

Stock price The current price of the stock The current equity value of the 
company.

Exercise price The exercise/strike price of the option The current equity value of the 
company.

Time to 
expiration

The time remaining until the option 
expires

The estimated time required to sell 
the subject interest.

Risk-free rate The opportunity cost of holding the 
option, rather than investing in a risk-
free asset

The yield on a U.S. Treasury
security with a term equal to the 
time required to sell the subject 
interest.

Volatility The propensity of the underlying stock 
to vary in price over time

Derived from the price volatilities 
of guideline public company 
stocks.
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DLOM Put Option Model Inputs

DLOM Input Value

Stock price $26,505,000
Exercise price $26,505,000
Time to 
expiration

1 year

Risk-free rate 0.26%
Volatility 49.8%

Utilizing these inputs in the Black-Scholes put option model 
produces a compute DLOM of 19.5%.

See Schedule G-1 for additional detail.
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The Computed DLOM is Consistent with Empirical 
Studies

Indicated 
DLOM 

(19.5%)
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The computed DLOM is somewhat less than the initial public 
offering studies and is at the low-end of the restricted stock studies.



Application of DLOC and DLOM

Discount Common 
Shares 

(nearest cent)

Stock Options 
(nearest cent)

Per share value on
a controlling, 
marketable basis

$0.12 $0.07

Less:  DLOC (18.5%) 0.02 0.02

Per share value on 
a non-controlling,
marketable basis

0.10 0.05

Less:  DLOM (19.5%) 0.02 0.01

Per share value on 
a non-controlling, 
non-marketable 
basis

$0.08 $0.04

More detail available in Schedule A-1.
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Conclusion of Fair Value

Our analysis as explained in the preceding pages has led
us to the following conclusion(s) of fair value.
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Fair Value Conclusions

Based on the facts and circumstances associated with the Company as of 
the Valuation Date, and incorporating our own research, analysis, and 
informed professional judgment, we determined the fair values of one 
share of the Company’s common stock and one common stock option to 
be (Schedule A-1):
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Asset Fair Value

One Common Share $0.08

One Common Stock Option $0.04



Assumptions and Limiting 
Conditions
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The primary assumptions and limiting conditions pertaining to the value estimate conclusion stated in this report are summarized below. 
Other assumptions are cited elsewhere in this report.

The valuation may not be used in conjunction with any other appraisal or study. The value conclusion stated in this valuation is based on 
the program of utilization described in the report, and may not be separated into parts. The valuation was prepared solely for the purpose, 
function, and party so identified in the report. The valuation report may not be reproduced, in whole or in part, and the findings of the 
report may not be utilized by a third party for any purpose, without the express written consent of Arpeggio Advisors, LLC.  

No change of any item in any part of the valuation report shall be made by anyone other than Arpeggio Advisors, LLC, and we shall have no 
responsibility for any such unauthorized change.

Unless otherwise stated in the valuation, the valuation of the Subject Interest and the Company has not considered or incorporated the 
potential economic gain or loss resulting from contingent assets, liabilities, or events existing as of the Valuation Date.  

The working papers for this engagement are being retained in our files and are available for your reference. We would be available to 
support our valuation conclusion should this be required. Those services would be performed for an additional fee.

Neither all nor any part of the contents of the report shall be disseminated or referred to the public through advertising, public relations, 
news, or sales media, or any other public means of communication, or referenced in any publication, including any private or public 
offerings, including but not limited to those filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission or any other governmental agency, without 
the prior written consent and approval of Arpeggio Advisors, LLC.

Management is assumed to be competent, and the ownership to be in responsible hands, unless noted otherwise in this report. The 
quality of business management can have a direct effect on the viability and value of the business. The financial projections contained in 
the valuation assume both responsible ownership and competent management unless noted otherwise. Any variance from this 
assumption could have a significant impact on the final value estimate.

Unless otherwise stated, no effort has been made to determine the possible effect, if any, on the subject business due to future federal, 
state, or local legislation, including any environmental or ecological matters or interpretations thereof.
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Events and circumstances frequently do not occur as expected, and differences will unusually exist between prospective financial
information and actual results, and those differences may be material. Accordingly, to the extent that any of the information used in this 
analysis and report requires adjustment, the resulting fair value would be different.

Any decision to purchase, sell or transfer any interest in the Company shall be your sole responsibility, as well as the structure to be utilized 
and the price to be accepted.  The selection of the price to be accepted requires consideration of factors beyond the information we will 
provide or have provided. An actual transaction involving the subject business or interest might be concluded at a higher value or at a 
lower value, depending upon the circumstances of the transaction and the business, and the knowledge and motivations of the buyers and 
sellers at that time.

All facts and data set forth in our letter report are true and accurate to the best of our knowledge and belief.

No investigation of legal fees or title to the property has been made, and the owner's claim to the property has been assumed valid.  No 
consideration has been given to liens or encumbrances that may be against the property except as specifically stated in the valuation 
executive summary report.

All recommendations as to fair value are presented as our conclusion based on the facts and data set forth in this report.
During the course of the valuation, we have considered information provided by management and other third parties. We believe these 
sources to be reliable, but no further responsibility is assumed for their accuracy.

We have conducted interviews with the current management of the Company and/or their representatives concerning the past, present, 
and prospective operating results of the Company.

Any projections of future events described in this report represent the general expectancy concerning such events as of the evaluation 
date. These future events may or may not occur as anticipated, and actual operating results may vary from those described in our report.
This valuation study is intended solely to assist the Company in determining the fair value of its equity securities for transaction planning 
purposes and should not be used for any other purpose or distributed to third parties, in whole or in part, without the express written 
consent of Arpeggio Advisors, LLC.
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We have no responsibility or obligation to update this report for events or circumstances occurring subsequent to the date of this report.
Our report is based on historical and/or prospective financial information provided to us by management and other third parties. This 
information has not been audited, reviewed, or compiled by us, nor has it been subjected to any type of audit, review, or compilation 
procedures by us, nor have we audited, reviewed, or compiled the books and records of the Company. Had we audited, reviewed, or 
compiled the underlying data, matters may have come to our attention which would have resulted in our using amounts which differ from 
those provided; accordingly, we take no responsibility for the underlying data presented or relied upon in this report.

We have relied upon the representations of the owners, management, and other third parties concerning the value and useful conditions 
of all equipment used in the business, and any other assets or liabilities except as specifically stated to the contrary in this report. We have 
not attempted to confirm whether or not all assets of the business are free and clear of liens and encumbrances, or that the Company has 
good title to all assets.

Our valuation judgment, shown herein, pertains only to the subject business, the stated value standard, as at the stated Valuation Date, 
and only for the stated valuation purpose.

The various estimates of value presented in this report apply to the valuation report only and may not be used out of the context 
presented herein.

In all matters that may be potentially challenged by a Court, the Securities and Exchange Commission, or Internal Revenue Service, we do 
not take responsibility for the degree of reasonableness of contrary positions that others may choose to take, nor for the costs or fees that 
may be incurred in the defense of our recommendations against challenge(s). We will, however, retain our supporting workpapers for your 
matter(s) and will be available to assist in active defense of our professional positions taken, at our then-current rates, plus direct expenses 
at actual, and according to our then-current Standard Professional Agreement.
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Appendix A – Management 
Biographies
This appendix contains summary biographies of the Company’s 
key management.
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Appendix B – Cost of Equity 
Methods
We present in this appendix an overview of cost of 
equity methods used, as well as other cost of equity 
methods that other practitioners may use.
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Glossary

• Risk-free rate – the rate where there is assumed to be zero risk of not 
receiving the promised rate of return on capital invested.  U.S. 
treasury securities are assumed to be risk-free.

• Equity risk premium – the additional return required to convince 
risk-free investors to move their capital into large stocks.

• Size risk premium – the additional return required to convince large 
stock investors to move their capital into small stocks.

• Industry risk premium – the additional return required (or sacrificed) 
to convince large stock investors to move their capital out of index 
funds and into stocks in a particular industry.

• Company-specific risk premium – all risk considerations related to 
the subject company that are not covered in any of the other 
risk/return elements.
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Build-up Method – Duff & Phelps Data

• Build-up methods estimate the cost of equity by using the risk-free rate of return as a foundation and then adding (or subtracting) required 
return for the risk of moving from T-bills into equities, moving from large stocks into small stocks, for stocks in a particular industry, and 
subject-company-specific risks.

• Duff & Phelps data is based on stock price movements in operating (i.e. non-financial) companies since 1963, and is updated annually.  The 
2014 Duff & Phelps data set includes data through 2013, and is published in the Duff & Phelps, LLC Risk “2014 Valuation Handbook, Guide to 
Cost of Capital.

• Duff & Phelps does not explicitly compute the size-based risk premium, but rather combines the size-based risk premium with the equity 
risk premium.

• D&P provides cost of capital measures by presenting historical equity risk premiums and size premiums for 25 size-ranked portfolios using 8 
alternative measures of company size.  The 8 measures of company size are:

• Three measures of equity size: 

• Market capitalization 

• Book value 

• Net income (5-year average) 

• Five measures of company size: 

• Market Value of Invested Capital (“MVIC”) 

• Total assets 

• Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation and Amortization (“EBITDA”) (5 -year average) 

• Sales 

• Number of employees

• To estimate historical equity risk premiums, D&P calculated an average rate of return for each portfolio of public companies and subtracted 
the average income return earned on long-term Treasury bonds over the same period.  The D&P equity risk premium component of the
discount rate was calculated using 1963 to present average historical equity returns from eight different measures of size.  This allows an 
appraiser to estimate an equity risk premium using different measures of company size, giving the appraiser the ability to focus on financial 
variables that are more closely associated with small size rather than just market capitalization.
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Build-up Method – Ibbotson Data

• Build-up methods estimate the cost of equity by using the risk-free rate of return as a foundation 
and then adding (or subtracting) required return for the risk of moving from T-bills into equities, 
moving from large stocks into small stocks, for stocks in a particular industry, and subject-
company-specific risks.

• Ibbotson historical equity risk premium and size risk premium data are based on historical stock 
return data since 1926.  Industry risk premium data is based on the prior full year’s returns. The 
historical equity risk premium is based on an analysis of market returns since 1926 and is 
calculated by subtracting the arithmetic mean of government bond income returns from the 
arithmetic mean of the stock market’s total return.  The long-horizon historical ERP is by 
definition backward-looking and its use requires the implicit assumption that future ERPs will be 
similar to past long-run ERPs.  

• Ibbotson publishes equity risk premium data that is long -horizon (historical, since 1926) and 
supply-side (forward-looking, as of the last full year prior to the study).  Most business valuation 
practitioners prefer the supply-side equity risk premium because of its forward-looking nature.

• Ibbotson data used to be published in its own publication until 2013.  Since then, cost of equity 
data using Ibbotson methodologies has been published in the Duff & Phelps, LLC Risk “2014 
Valuation Handbook, Guide to Cost of Capital.

• The Ibbotson size risk premium data is divided into 10 deciles by market capitalization in the 
NASDAQ and New York Stock Exchange.  The 10th decile (smallest) is further divided into 4 
subgroups.  The subgroups representing the smallest companies must be used with care as they 
frequently include companies that are infrequently traded or are experiencing financial distress.
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(Modified) Capital Asset Pricing Model

• Like the build-up methods, the premise of CAPM is that the expected return (or discount rate) of a 
security equals the rate on a risk-free security plus a risk premium.   The required returns of publicly 
traded stocks deemed similar to the subject company are computed and applied to the subject company.

• The heart of CAPM is beta (β), an expression of the stock price’s movements with the broad stock market. 
β  is computed as the statistical covariance of the stock price with the broader market.  A β = 0 indicates 
that there is no movement with the stock market whatsoever.  A β > 0 indicates that the stock moves 
positively with the stock market.  A β > 1 indicates that the stock moves in the same direction as the stock 
market, but more strongly.  A β < 0 indicates that the stock moves in the opposite direction as the stock 
market.  A β < -1 indicates that the stock moves  in the opposite direction of the stock market, but more 
strongly.  The higher the beta, the higher the required return.

• MCAPM (Modified) helps account for differences in size and company-specific risks and associated 
required returns, thus enabling the formula:

E(Ri) = Rf + β(RPm) + RPs  + Rpu; where:
E(Ri) = Expected Return (Discount Rate) on the Security
Rf = Risk-Free Rate
β = Beta of the Security 
RPm = Equity Risk Premium
RPs = Risk Premium for Size
RPu = Company Specific Risk Premium

• The  CAPM method originated from the Nobel Prize winning studies of Harry Markowitz, James Tobin and 
William Sharpe.  In spite of this recognition, the CAPM method for estimating cost of equity remains a 
subject of constant debate and research in terms of whether empirical evidence confirms whether the 
CAPM model is a viable real-world predictor of market equity returns.
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Fama-French Model

• The Fama-French model is a three factor model for estimating the cost of equity of public 
stocks.

• The Fama-French model incorporates the β from the MCAPM model as well as market 
capitalization (SMBP ) and book value to market value ratios (HMLP).  SMBP and HMLP are 
estimated using linear regression models.

• The Fama-French formula is expressed as:  Er = Rf + (β j × ERP) + Sj × SMBP) + Hj × HMLP)

where:

Er = cost of equity capital

Rf = risk-free rate of return

β j = beta coefficient of publicly traded security, j

ERP = long-term equity risk premium

Sj = small-minus-big coefficient in the Fama-French regression equation 

SMBP = expected small-minus-big equity risk premium

Hj = high-minus-low coefficient in the Fama-French regression equation

HMLP = expected high-minus-low equity risk premium
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Benchmark Studies

• Numerous benchmark studies exist to estimate required returns 
empirically.

• QED Report on Venture Capital Financial Analysis, (QED Research, Inc.), A 
Method for Valuing High-Risk Long Term Investments, the Venture 
Capital Method (Harvard University Business School Press): Private 
Cost of Capital (Pepperdine University);

• Pablo Fernandez, Ph.D. (equity risk premium only), University of 
Navarra, Spain;

• The studies have not yet been accepted by the business valuation 
community as sufficiently reliable as a primary source for required 
return data, but they are deemed useful for assessing required 
returns produced using the more established methodologies 
previously mentioned.
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Appendix C – Biography of 
the Appraiser
Michael Blake has twenty years of valuation experience, with particular expertise in mergers & acquisitions, dispute 
resolution, intellectual property matters, risk analysis, and exotic securities and derivatives valuation. 

Michael’s professional background is transaction focused, with long tenures in the venture capital and investment 
banking industries.  Michael has considerable experience working with companies in the U.S. and abroad, most 
notably Russia, Israel, Belarus, and Ukraine.

Michael has performed and managed hundreds of valuation engagements for transactions, including shareholder 
buyouts, fairness opinions and pricing companies for sale.  Michael also has many years of audit and tax compliance 
experience and has served as an expert witness in intellectual property, securities, and other financially-oriented legal 
matters.  Michael has expertise working with professional services, financial institutions, alternative energy, aerospace, 
information technology, and biotechnology firms.

Michael received his Bachelor’s Degree, Cum Laude, in Economics and French from Franklin & Marshall College and his 
Masters of Business Administration Degree from Georgetown University.  Michael is President of StartupLounge.com, 
an Atlanta nonprofit that supports technology entrepreneurship in Georgia and is a Board Member and Treasurer of 
Green Chamber of the South.  Michael is a member of the Leadership Atlanta Class of 2013-2014.  Michael chairs the 
International Society of Business Analysts’ Gold Seal of Trust organizing committee, which is dedicated to encouraging 
external peer review of business valuation practices in order to promote the industry’s public trust.

Michael is an avid educator.  He is a Special Instructor in Valuation in the Georgia Tech/Emory University Graduate 
Level TIGER Program and frequently guest lectures to graduate business students at Georgia Tech and Georgia State 
University.  He has delivered continuing professional education to business valuation professionals for the National 
Association of Certified Valuation Analysts, the American Society of Appraisers and the Georgia Society of Certified 
Public Accountants.  Michael holds the CFA charter, the Accredited Senior Appraiser designation, the Accredited in 
Business Appraisal Review designation, and the Business Certified Appraiser designation from the International 
Society of Business Analysts.
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Appendix D – Supporting 
Schedules
The attached schedules are an integral part of this 
valuation report.
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SAMPLE COMPANY Schedule A-1

Fair Value of One Stock Option per ASC 718 Effective Date of Valuation: December 31, 2014

Summary of Concluded Value

DRAFT - For Discussion Purposes Only

Gross Value Weight Weighted Value
Fair Value of Equity - Merger & Acquisition Method (1) 24,160,000$             50% 12,080,000 
Fair Value of Equity - Guideline Public Company Method (2) 28,850,000$             50% 14,425,000 

Fair Value of Equity  - (3) 26,505,000$             

Fair Value of Equity - Discounted Cash Flow Method (4) 29,639,556$             

Class of Equity

Value per Share 
on a Controlling, 
Marketable Basis 

(5)
Discount for Lack 

of Control (6)

Value per Share 
on a Non-

Controlling, 
Marketable Basis

Discount for Lack 
of Marketability 

(7)

Value per Share 
on a Non-

Controlling, Non-
Marketable Basis

Series Preferred Seed ("Preferred Series") 0.20$                         18.5% 0.16$                         19.5% 0.13$                         
Common Stock 0.12$                         18.5% 0.10$                         19.5% 0.08$                         

Options Granted 0.07$                         18.5% 0.05$                         19.5% 0.04$                         
Options Available 0.07$                         18.5% 0.05$                         19.5% 0.04$                         

Notes:

(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7) See Schedule G-1.

Provided for reference purposes only.  Workpapers available upon request.
See Schedule E-3.
See Schedule F-1.

Equal weighting to both the merger & acquisition and guideline public company methods because they offer equal informative value.  The discounted cash flow method  
was not relied upon as it is a Level 3 input per ASC 820.

See Schedule H-1.
See Schedule H-2.



SAMPLE COMPANY Schedule B-1
Fair Value of One Stock Option per ASC 718 Effective Date of Valuation: December 31, 2014
Valuation Analysis - Merger & Acquisition Method

Closing Date Buyer Name Target Company Target's Business Description Total Revenue EBITDA
Total Invested 
Capital ("TIC") TIC/ Revenue

TIC/ 
EBITDA

11/3/2014
Symphony 

Technology Group
Dodge Data & Analytics, 

Inc.

Dodge Data & Analytics, Inc. provides Web-based data, analytics, news, and intelligence
solutions to the North American construction industry. The company offers Dodge BidPro,
which delivers the first bidding alert dashboard that lets clients access customized construction
projects; Dodge Global Network that enables clients to prioritize sales pipeline, increase
construction bid win/loss ratio, and target the right relationships; Dodge Network Canada, which
gives information on Canadian construction projects; and Dodge Invitation to Bid, a system that
manages bidding process for general contractors. It also provides Dodge DocuPro, a
construction document management solution that enables clients to take total control of project
and organization information; Dodge MarketShare that helps building product manufacturers
and general contractors size, pinpoint, and find new market opportunities; Dodge BuildShare,
which delivers the intelligence to understand target markets and the opportunities they can
yield, develop strategic relationships in those markets, and increase win/loss ratio; Dodge
SpecShare that delivers plans and specifications database to get a snapshot of the intelligence;
construction market research and intelligence; and Dodge Network Express, which delivers
construction leads. In addition, the company organizes, customizes, and produces reports in
various formats, such as daily newspapers, bulletins, weekly editions, and reports slips. Its
information enables building product manufacturers, general contractors and subcontractors,
architects, distributors, and engineers to size markets, prioritize prospects, target and build
relationships, strengthen market positions, and optimize sales strategies. Dodge Data &
Analytics, Inc. was formerly known as McGraw-Hill Construction Information Group. The
company was founded in 2006 and is based in New York, New York. Dodge Data & Analytics, Inc.
is a former subsidiary of McGraw Hill Financial, Inc.

$170,000,000 nmf $320,000,000 1.9x nmf

11/3/2014
Cornerstone 

OnDemand, Inc. 
(NasdaqGS:CSOD)

Evolv, Inc.

As of November 3, 2014, Evolv, Inc. was acquired by Cornerstone OnDemand, Inc. Evolv, Inc., a
cloud computing company, provides workforce optimization solutions through big data. It offers
Evolv Workforce Optimization Cloud that includes Evolv Selection, a cloud-based assessment
and predictive hiring application to predict job applicant success across various job types,
ensuring that recruiters are prioritizing the right candidates to interview and hire; Evolv Insights,
a cloud-based predictive analytics application that provides big data insights to improve the
performance of the workforce; and Evolv Workforce Diagnostic, which uses big data technology
and predictive analytics to deliver fact-based insights that enable companies to identify the pain
points that are dragging down productivity and profit, and determine how to improve them. The
company serves customers in operations, finance, and human resources sector. Evolv, Inc. was
formerly known as HireXperience, Inc. and changed its name to Evolv, Inc. in January 2000. The
company was incorporated in 2006 and is based in San Francisco, California.

$6,110,000 ($12,380,000) $44,710,000 7.3x nmf

8/25/2014 GTCR, LLC Cision AB

Cision AB provides public relations (PR) software that enables professionals to plan, execute,
and measure influencer-oriented campaigns in one integrated platform primarily in Europe and
North America. Its software is used by communication professionals to access the media and
blogger database, distribute press releases, manage influencer outreach, measure social media
activities, and analyze the effectiveness of campaigns. The company offers CisionPoint, a
campaign management platform for customers, including Fortune 500 corporations, FTSE 250
companies, global public relations firms, non–profit organizations, universities, and small
businesses. It also provides a social software that integrates social media monitoring, enriched
data analytics, and customer engagement into a single platform to use data and social media
insights; and iContact for small and medium businesses to share their stories, ideas, and
products through email and social marketing. In addition, the company provides government
relations and PAC software to monitor and influence Capitol Hill and all 50 state legislatures; and 
have the database, engagement, analytics, and reporting tools to run a government relations,
PAC, or grassroots campaign. Further, it offers PRWeb, an online news distribution and online
publicity tool for large corporations and for organizations of all sizes to distribute their news on
the Internet, increase their visibility online, and attract customers; and Help A Reporter Out
(HARO), a publicity service for businesses to tell their stories, promote their brands, and sell
their products and services. The company was formerly known as Observer AB and changed its
name to Cision AB in April 2007. Cision AB is headquartered in Chicago, Illinois.

$127,340,000 $13,950,000 $165,280,000 1.3x 11.8x

1/28/2014
Engility Holdings, 
Inc. (NYSE:EGL)

Dynamics Research 
Corporation

Dynamics Research Corporation provides management consulting, science, engineering,
technical,and information technology (IT) services and solutions.It offers its services in the areas
of IT, logistics and readiness, cyber security and information assurance, homeland security,
healthcare, and intelligence and space. It provides scientific and technological support for
product and system development, design, integration, and production, including systems
engineering, applications, and integration; basic sciences and environmental systems; advanced
computational science; computing and systems engineering; cloud computing; predictive
modeling; facilitating the transfer of advanced technologies into defense applications;
manufacturing, repair and overhaul engineering, such as technical assessment of these
processes; and global positioning system receiver products.It also offers technologies in the
areas of big data analytics, cyber security and information assurance, mobile computing, health
informatics, enterprise architecture, systems and software engineering, application
development and sustainment, automated case management, and data engineering. In
addition, it provides management service solutions in the areas of strategic communications,
change management, business transformation and lean six sigma, technology strategy and
investment planning, transparency and governance, requirements definition, and policy and
process development.The company offers management consulting studies and assessments,
outreach, technical, engineering, acquisition management, and logistics services, as well as
audit support and remediation services. Its customers include the Department of Defense, the
Department of Homeland Security, federal civilian agencies, and state governments.It was
founded in 1955 and is headquartered in Andover, Massachusetts. As of January 28, 2014,
Dynamics Research Corporation operates as a subsidiary of Engility LLC.

$286,710,000 $27,630,000 $203,210,000 0.7x 7.4x
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1/22/2014
ServiceSource 

International, Inc. 
(NasdaqGS:SREV)

Scout Analytics, Inc.

Scout Analytics, Inc. provides cloud-based recurring revenue management solutions that enable
information services, media publishing, and Software-as-a-Service companies to understand
how customers engage with their online content. The company offers Scout Analytics platform
that transforms usage data into predictive analytics for customer renewal behavior and trial
conversions. Its platform includes Scout Link, a service that streamlines data integration using
data-exchange tools; Scout Hub, a predictive analytics service that helps to explore and identify
correlations between customer engagement and recurring revenue; and Scout Playbooks, an
automation service that uses rules to trigger and monitor customer engagement processes
across multiple systems. The company also provides Scout Suite, which includes an array of role-
based products that leverage the Scout platform. Its Scout Suite consists of Scout Sales, which
integrates customer data, predicts revenue opportunities, and automates account management
tasks; Scout Customer Success that integrates customer data, predicts retention risks, and
automates monitoring, alerts, administration, and communications; Scout Product
Management, which integrates product and customer data, predicts pricing and packaging
optimizations, and automates rate plan performance tracking; Scout Marketing that integrates
customer data, predicts conversions, and automates targeting of up-sell and cross-sell offers;
and Scout Finance, which integrates customer data, predicts renewals, and automates customer
notifications, usage data mediation, and performance tracking. Scout Analytics, Inc. was
formerly known as AdmitOne Security, Inc. The company was founded in 2002 and is based in
Issaquah, Washington. As of January 22, 2014, Scout Analytics, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of
ServiceSource International, Inc.

$5,400,000 nmf $32,500,000 6.0x nmf

1/2/2014 ServiceLink, L.P.
Black Knight InfoServ, 

LLC

Black Knight InfoServ, LLC provides integrated technology, workflow automation, and data and
analytics to the mortgage lending industry in the United States. The company operates in two
segments, Technology, and Data and Analytics. The Technology segment offers software and
hosting solutions that support loan servicing, which includes mortgage servicing, such as loss
mitigation and default workflow management, loan origination, and settlement services. The
Data and Analytics segment provides solutions to enhance and support technology products in
the mortgage, real estate, and capital markets industries. Its solutions include property
ownership data, lien data, servicing data, automated valuation models, collateral risk scores,
prepayment and default models, lead generation, and other data solutions. The company was
formerly known as Lender Processing Services, Inc. and changed its name to Black Knight
InfoServ, LLC in January 2014. The company was incorporated in 2007 and is headquartered in
Jacksonville, Florida. Black Knight InfoServ, LLC operates as a subsidiary of BKFS Operating LLC.

$1,860,550,000 $330,540,000 $3,852,930,000 2.1x 11.7x

7/3/2012
Genstar Capital, 

LLC
eResearchTechnology, 

Inc.

eResearchTechnology, Inc. provides patient safety and efficacy endpoint data collection
solutions for use in clinical drug development and clinical research needs. The company offers
clinical solutions in the areas of cardiac safety, respiratory services, electronic clinical outcome
assessments (patient, clinician, and observer reported outcomes), suicide risk assessments, and
clinical consulting aspects. It provides suicide risk assessment solution that collects, analyzes,
and reports patient data critical to the approval, labeling, and reimbursement of pharmaceutical
products for healthcare settings, behavioral health, military, veteran affairs, and education
areas. The company also offers ERT Insights Cloud, a suite of data analytics, visualization, and
workflow applications that enables sharing and integration of clinical trials data; and scientific
and regulatory leadership services to biopharmaceutical, contract research organizations,
medical device companies, hospitals, and other healthcare organizations. It serves customers
worldwide. eResearchTechnology, Inc. has strategic alliances with Covance, e-Trial Co., Ltd.;
Healthcare Technology Systems, Inc.; Site Support Institute Co., Ltd.; and Statistical Resources,
Inc., as well as a strategic partnership with Pharmaceutical Product Development, LLC. The
company was founded in 1977 and is headquartered in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania with
additional offices in the United States, the United Kingdom, Japan, and Germany. As of July 3,
2012, eResearchTechnology, Inc. was taken private.

$193,730,000 $41,770,000 $377,000,000 1.9x 9.0x

5/2/2012
Blackbaud Inc. 

(NasdaqGS:BLKB)
Convio, Inc.

Convio, Inc. provides on-demand constituent engagement solutions that enable nonprofit
organizations (NPOs) to raise funds, advocate for change, and cultivate relationships with
donors, activists, volunteers, alumni, and other constituents in North America. The company’s
integrated solutions include Convio Luminate solution that allows enterprise NPOs to engage
with individuals online and offline, as well as analyze the relationships they have with donors,
volunteers, advocates, and other supporters to design multichannel campaigns and
interactions; and Convio Common Ground CRM, a constituent relationship management
application. It also provides Convio Open, an open platform that allows NPOs to evolve their
online marketing strategies; and Convio Go!, a structured program through which clients receive
regular coaching sessions. The company’s software enables its clients and partners to customize
and extend its functionality. In addition, it offers account management, technical support, and
deployment services, as well as strategic planning, campaign management, Web design, data
analytics, benchmarking, campaign analytics, data integration, training, data warehousing,
business intelligence, analytics/modeling, strategic consultation, and marketing execution
services. The company’s clients deliver approximately 5 billion emails to 150 million email
addresses to accomplish their missions. Convio, Inc. was founded in 1999 and is headquartered
in Austin, Texas. Convio, Inc. is a subsidiary of Blackbaud, Inc.

$80,350,000 $7,740,000 $274,420,000 3.4x 35.5x

4/1/2011
Ares Private Equity 

Group
Sotera Defense 
Solutions, Inc.

Sotera Defense Solutions, Inc., a security technology company, provides technology-based
systems, solutions, and services for national security agencies and programs of the U.S.
government. It develops and implements essential counterterrorism, cyber systems and
solutions, mission-focused information technology (IT) applications, data analytics and
visualization, C4ISR, and force mobility and modernization solutions. The company also provides
engineered solutions, including mobile C4ISR, mobile field support systems, mobile medical
systems, and technical and engineering services; and software development and engineering,
systems engineering, IT architecture, all source analysis, intelligence analysis, enterprise data
systems, and mobile platform development/integration services. In addition, it offers various
contracting vehicles covering professional engineering services, expeditionary systems, systems
development, information assurance, and emerging technologies. The company offers solutions
to support the critical missions of the Intelligence Community, Department of Defense,
Department of Homeland Security, and federal law enforcement agencies in the United States.
Sotera Defense Solutions, Inc. was formerly known as Global Defense Technology & Systems,
Inc. and changed its name to Sotera Defense Solutions, Inc. in April 2011. The company was
founded in 1969 and is based in Herndon, Virginia. It has additional locations in Aberdeen
Proving Ground, Annapolis Junction, Columbia, Crofton, Easton, and Frederick, Maryland;
McLean and Virginia Beach, Virginia; and Charleston, South Carolina.

$232,670,000 $20,800,000 $312,890,000 1.3x 15.0x

1/28/2011 Convio, Inc. StrategicOne, Inc.

StrategicOne, Inc. provides analytics and database marketing services that allow marketers and
agencies to evaluate direct marketing campaigns, marketing strategies, and customer
relationships. It offers data warehousing, business intelligence, analytics/modeling, strategic
consultation, and marketing execution solutions. The company provides solutions in direct
marketing, sales and marketing, marketing agency analytics, non-profit fundraising, and
customer relationship management areas. It serves commercial and non-profit markets. The
company was founded in 1997 and is headquartered in Overland Park, Kansas. As of January 28,
2011, StrategicOne, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Convio, Inc.

$2,000,000 nmf $6,670,000 3.3x nmf



8/11/2011 comScore, Inc.
AdXpose, Inc. (formerly 

Mpire Corporation)
Provides Digital Advertising Analytics Solutions $4,001,014 ($2,925,005) $19,421,000 4.9x nmf

8/7/2012
Higher One 

Holdings, Inc.
Campus Labs, LLC

Provides a Platform for Higher Education that Combines Data Collection, Reporting, and 
Analytics

$6,900,000 n/a $39,000,000 5.7x nmf

7/15/2013 IHS Inc. R. L. Polk & Co.
Provides Information by Collecting, Analyzing, and Interpreting Data Primarily for the 
Transportation Industry

$403,400,000 $94,449,000 $1,383,196,000 3.4x 14.6x

7/31/2013 n/a n/a Data Collection and Management $1,193,070 $116,526 $900,000 0.8x 7.7x

5/11/2011
WebMediaBrands 

Inc.
Inside Network Inc.

Provides Market Research, Critical Analysis, Data Services and News on the Facebook Platform, 
Social Gaming, and Mobile Applications Ecosystems

$1,597,000 $399,000 $13,356,382 8.4x 33.5x

12/31/2013 Apax Partners LLP GlobalLogic Inc.

GlobalLogic Inc. provides full-lifecycle product development services. It offers content
engineering services, such as content digitization and creation, language translation, structuring
and categorization, and social/collaborative content moderation; reporting, metrics, and
analytics; and reviews for correctness, completeness, and formatting. It also provides product
engineering services, including system architecture design, software development, QA and
testing, language localization, and project management; product experience services, which
include brand and service experience design, market research and product ideation, user
interaction and visual design, and rapid prototyping; and system operations and support
services that comprise NOC environment design and setup, system integration and deployment, 
and system and application monitoring. In addition, the company offers Big Data and analytics,
cloud, embedded, mobile, and security technologies. It serves automotive, business technology,
communications, media, retail and eCommerce, finance, medical technology, and infotainment
industries. The company was formerly known as Induslogic Inc. and changed its name to
GlobalLogic, Inc. in September 2006. GlobalLogic Inc. was founded in 1998 and is headquartered
in San Jose, California with locations in Argentina, Chile, China, India, Israel, Ukraine, the United
Kingdom, and the United States.

$250,000,000 nmf $420,000,000 1.7x nmf

Maximum 1,860,550,000         330,540,000        3,852,930,000    8.4x 35.5x
Mean             323,088,299            71,052,460         665,789,022 3.7x 18.2x
Median             127,340,000            17,375,000         203,210,000 3.3x 13.2x
Harmonic Mean                  6,171,168  n/a           11,383,528 2.1x 13.0x
Minimum                  1,193,070          (12,380,000)                900,000 0.7x 7.4x
Standard Deviation             591,583,694         124,393,023      1,243,372,916 2.62 11.77 
Coefficient of Variation 0.71 0.65 

Harmonic Mean (1) 2.1x
Multiple Adjustment for Risk (2) -1.0x

Multiple Adjustment for Growth (3) 0.4x
Selected Multiple 1.5x

2015 Projected Revenue  $   26,583,684 
Discounted by 20.2% (4)        (5,382,399)

Revenue Applied to Value Analysis       21,201,286 

Indicated Fair Value of Total Invested Capital       30,994,650 

Less: Interest-Bearing Debt (5)        (6,836,071)

Indicated Fair Value of 100% of the Equity       24,158,579 

Plus: Excess Working Capital (6) -                   

Indicated Fair Value of Equity on a Controlling, Marketable Basis 24,158,579$   

Estimated Fair Value of Equity on a Controlling, Marketable Basis (Rounded) 24,160,000$   

Notes:
Source: CapitalIQ
(1)

(2) Adjusted due to the estimated risk differential between the subject company and the acquired companies (See Schedule H-2).
(3) Adjusted due to the growth differential between the subject company and the acquired companies.
(4) The forward multiple was discounted by the weighted average cost of capital (Schedule D-1).
(5) See Schedule H-1.
(6) Although the Company had cash on the balance sheet, it was required to execute on it business plan.
Arpeggio Advisors, LLC Calculations

The revenue multiple was selected because the Company was forecasting relatively de minimis EBITDA in 2015.  The multiple selected was lower than the harmonic mean because a) the Company was not profitable whereas most of the acquired companies were,  b) the 
Company had operational risks as it attempted to integrate 3 acquisitions in 2014 (with a 4th planned in 2015), and c) the Company was materially smaller than several of the acquired companies contained in the comparable transaction set.



SAMPLE COMPANY Schedule B-2

Fair Value of One Stock Option per ASC 718 Effective Date of Valuation: December 31, 2014

M&A Multiple Adjustment - Discount Rate Differential Analysis

Data Source

Ibbotson Data Set
Duff & Phelps 

Data Set

Cost of Equity:
Risk-free Rate of Return 2.47% (1) 2.47% (1)

+ Long-term Equity Risk Premium 6.21% (2)
+ Small Stock Equity Risk Premium 2.15% (4)
+ Industry-specific Risk Premium -0.40% (5) -0.32% (6)
+ Company-specific Risk Premium 0.00% (7) 0.00% (7)

= Total Cost of Equity (rounded) 10.4% 12.1%

Cost of Debt:
Estimated Pre-tax Cost of Debt 4.7% (8) 4.7% (8)

x 1 - Estimated Tax Rate of 38.0% 62.0% (9) 62.0% (9)

= Total After-tax Cost of Debt (rounded) 2.9% 2.9%

Capitalization Structure:
Percentage of Equity 83.8% (10) 83.8% (10)

+ Percentage of Debt 16.2% (10) 16.2% (10)

= Total Capital Structure 100.0% 100.0%

Discount Rate:
Cost of Equity 8.7% 10.1%

+ Cost of Debt 0.5% 0.5%

= Indicated Weighted Average Cost of Capital 9.2% 10.6%

= Estimated GPC Discount Rate 9.9%

Company Discount Rate (11) 20.2%

Multiple Adjustment (12) 48.9%

Notes:
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)
(11)
(12)
Sources: As cited above, Arpeggio Advisors, LLC calculations
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An adjustment is made to industry-specific risk premia produced using the Ibbotson data set in order to be
compatible with the Duff & Phelps data set.

Arpeggio Advisors, LLC estimate based on incremental risk associated with the subject company and its projected
cash flows.

Estimate based on market cost of debt as of the Valuation Date with consideration given to spread appropriate
for the assets.

The Company was a domiciled entity with operations in several jurisdictions; we assumed a blended corporate
income tax rate of 38.0% based on typical market participant assumptions.

Duff & Phelps, LLC's 2015 Valuation Handbook: Industry Cost of Capital (Market Results through March 2015) ; SIC 
See Schedule D-1.
=1/(company discount rate/estimated GPC discount rate)

Duff & Phelps, LLC's 2015 Valuation Handbook: Guide to Cost of Capital (Market Results through 2014)  and 
Morningstar, Inc.'s Market Results for Stocks, Bonds, Bills, and Inflation ; based on historical industry data (SIC 7374 - 
Computer Processing and Data Preparation Processing Services).

9.96% (3)

Reported yield on 20-year Treasury bonds (constant maturities), per the Federal Reserve
(www.federalreserve.gov).

Forward-looking (supply-side) equity risk premium per Duff & Phelps, LLC's 2015 Valuation Handbook: Guide to
Cost of Capital (Market Results through 2014).

Duff & Phelps, LLC's 2015 Valuation Handbook: Guide to Cost of Capital (Market Results through 2014) ; 8th decile
(market capitalization of $300 million - $549 million).

Duff & Phelps, LLC's 2015 Valuation Handbook: Guide to Cost of Capital (Market Results through 2014) , Smoothed 
Average Unlevered Risk Premium, 25th (smallest) size category by sales ($120 - $371 million) (Exhibit C-7).



SAMPLE COMPANY Schedule C-1
Fair Value of One Stock Option per ASC 718 Effective Date of Valuation: December 31, 2014
Descriptions of Guideline Public Companies

Company Name Ticker Business Description (1)

Aetna Inc. NYSE:AET Aetna Inc. operates as a health care benefits company in the United States. It operates through three segments: Health Care, Group Insurance, and Large Case
Pensions. The Health Care segment offers medical, pharmacy benefit management services, dental, behavioral health, and vision plans on an insured basis, and an
employer-funded or administrative basis. It also provides point-of-service, preferred provider organization, health maintenance organization, and indemnity
benefit plans, as well as health savings accounts and consumer-directed health plans. In addition, this segment offers Medicare and Medicaid products and
services, and other medical products, such as medical management and data analytics services, medical stop loss insurance, workers' compensation administrative
services, and products that provide access to its provider networks in select geographies. This segment offers its products and services to multi-site national, mid-
sized, and small employers. The Group Insurance segment provides life insurance products, including group term life insurance, voluntary spouse and dependent
term life insurance, group universal life insurance, and accidental death and dismemberment insurance; disability insurance products; and long-term care
insurance products, which offer the benefits to cover the cost of care in private home settings, adult day care, assisted living, or nursing facilities. This segment
provides its products to employers that sponsor its products for the benefit of their employees and their employees' dependents. The Large Case Pensions
segment manages retirement products, including pension and annuity products primarily for tax-qualified pension plans. It offers its products to employer groups,
individuals, college students, part-time and hourly workers, health plans, health care providers, governmental units, government-sponsored plans, labor groups,
and expatriates. Aetna Inc. was founded in 1853 and is based in Hartford, Connecticut.

Benefitfocus, Inc. NasdaqGM:BNFT Benefitfocus, Inc. provides cloud-based benefits software solutions for consumers, employers, insurance carriers, and brokers under a software-as-a-service model
in the United States. The company’s products for insurance carriers include eEnrollment that provides online enrollment for various benefits; eBilling, an electronic
invoice presentment and payment solution; eExchange, a solution that bridges the communication gap between carrier and employer systems; and eSales that
gives carriers and brokers tools to organize and manage accounts, track leads, generate quotes, and create proposals for various products. Its products for
insurance carriers also comprise eDirect that enables carriers to sell policies directly to individuals; Marketplace, an online shopping environment, which allows
customers to select from various benefits plan choices; and Data Cloud and Benefits Analytics, a data analytics solution. In addition, the company offers products
for employers, including Benefitfocus Marketplace, which supports online enrollment, employee communication, and benefit administration; and Data Cloud and
Benefits Analytics. Further, it provides professional and customer support services, such as implementation services, discovery, configuration and deployment,
integration, testing, training and technical support, HR support center, and media and animation services. Additionally, it offers partner offerings, such as
SuccessFactors that provides employee performance management solutions; WageWorks, which supports various benefits through a single sign-on from its
platform; Spectra Integration that provides print fulfillment services; and BenefitStore, a solution that makes available directly to employees an array of ancillary
benefits, as well as allows its partners and customers to develop custom apps that integrate directly with HR InTouch. The company was founded in 2000 and is
headquartered in Charleston, South Carolina.

National Research Corp. NRCI.B National Research Corporation provides analytics and insights that facilitate revenue growth, patient, employee and customer retention, and patient engagement
for healthcare providers, payers, and other healthcare organizations in the United States and Canada. The company’s services include capture, interpretation,
transmittal, and benchmarking of critical data elements from various healthcare consumers. Its growth solutions comprise the measurement of community
perception, brand tracking, advertising testing, and physician reputation management that are marketed under the Healthcare Market Guide and Ticker brands;
and retention solutions consisting of patient and resident experience, physician engagement, and employee experience measurement and improvement tools
under the NRC Picker, My InnerView, and NRC Canada brands, which enable clients to comply with regulatory requirements and to enhance their reimbursement
under value-based purchasing models. The company’s engagement solutions include health risk assessments, patient outreach and discharge call program, and
post-acute analytics that enable the clients to understand the health risks associated with populations of patients, analyze, and address readmission risks, as well
as reach out to patients to impact their behaviors outside of the healthcare provider settings. Its thought leadership solutions comprise national conferences,
publications, and an on-line portal, as well as a specific thought leadership service under The Governance Institute brand. The company serves acute care hospitals
and post-acute providers, such as home health, long term care, and hospice facilities; and payer organizations. National Research Corporation was founded in 1981
and is headquartered in Lincoln, Nebraska.

Healthstream Inc. HSTM HealthStream, Inc. provides software-as-a-service (SaaS) based workforce development solutions and research/patient experience solutions in the United States.
The company’s HealthStream Workforce Development Solutions segment offers training, assessment, and talent development and management solutions; and
administrative and management tools, as well as training, implementation, and account management services. This segment’s solutions include HealthStream
Learning Center that provides educational activities and training courseware; Authoring Center, a platform application that enables healthcare organizations to
create Internet-based courses; HealthStream Competency Center, a SaaS-based platform application for competency management; HealthStream Performance
Center, a SaaS-based platform application for performance management; SimCenter, a suite of applications to accelerate the adoption of simulation-based
learning; and HealthStream Connect, a content delivery platform for allowing access to content libraries. Its solutions support healthcare administrators in
configuring training for various groups of employees, modifying training materials, and documenting training completion, as well as facilitating competency
assessments and performance appraisals. Its HealthStream Research/Patient Experience Solutions segment offers Patient Insights, Employee Insights, Physician
Insights, and Community Insights surveys; data analyses of survey results; and other research-based measurement tools. This segment’s services provide analyses
with recommendations; benchmarking capability; and consulting services. The company markets its products and services to healthcare organizations,
pharmaceutical and medical device companies, and other participants in the healthcare industry through its direct sales teams, consultants, and account
relationship managers. HealthStream, Inc. was founded in 1990 and is headquartered in Nashville, Tennessee.

Computer Programs & 
Systems Inc.

CPSI Computer Programs and Systems, Inc. provides healthcare information technology solutions for rural and community hospitals in the United States. The company’s
integrated enterprise-wide system automates clinical and financial data management in the functional areas of a hospital. Its products and services enhance
hospital performance in the areas of clinical care, revenue cycle management, cost control, and regulatory compliance. The company’s software systems include
patient management software that enables a hospital to identify a patient at any point in the healthcare delivery system, and to collect and maintain patient
information throughout the process of patient care; financial accounting software, which offers business office applications designed to track and coordinate
information needed for managerial decision-making; and clinical software that automates record keeping and reporting for various clinical functions, including
laboratory, radiology, physical therapy, respiratory care, and pharmacy. It also offers patient care applications, which allow hospitals to create computerized patient
files; and enterprise applications that support its products for use in various areas of the hospital. In addition, the company provides support and maintenance
services; business management services, including electronic billing, insurance, statement processing, accounts receivable management, payroll processing, and
contract management; revenue cycle and clinical consulting; managed information technology services; and system implementation and training services, such as
conversion and training, as well as sells software, hardware, peripherals, forms, and office supplies. It serves nursing homes; home health agencies; physician
clinics; and small specialty hospitals that focus on medical areas, such as surgery, rehabilitation, and long-term acute care. The company was founded in 1979 and
is headquartered in Mobile, Alabama.
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Quality Systems Inc. QSII Quality Systems, Inc., together with its subsidiaries, develops and markets healthcare information systems that automate medical and dental practices, and
networks of practices in the United States. Its QSI Dental division focuses on developing, marketing, and supporting software suites for dental group organizations.
This division also sells cloud-based Software as a Service model practice management and clinical software solutions; and develops, markets, and provides
electronic data interchange (EDI) services to dental practices, including electronic submission of claims to insurance providers, as well as automated patient
statements. The company’s NextGen division provides integrated clinical, financial, and connectivity solutions for ambulatory and dental provider organizations,
including NextGen Ambulatory product suite comprising electronic health records, practice management, population health solutions, analytics, patient portal,
documentation management, ePrescribing solutions, mobile solutions, and NextPen; and interoperability solutions, such as NextGen health information exchange
and share solutions. This division also provides EDI, hosting, data protection, and consulting services. Its Hospital Solutions division offers integrated clinical,
financial, and connectivity solutions for rural and community hospitals; and develops and markets revenue cycle management and clinical information systems
software products for the small and specialty hospital market. The company’s RCM Services division provides technology solutions and consulting services to cover
healthcare providers’ RCM needs that include billing and collections, electronic claims submission, electronic remittance and payment posting, accounts receivable
follow-up, and expertise and support services. Quality Systems, Inc. markets its products through a direct sales force and a reseller channel. The company was
founded in 1974 and is headquartered in Irvine, California.

The Advisory Board 
Company

ABCO The Advisory Board Company provides best practices research and insight, performance technology software, consulting and management, and data-and tech-
enabled services in the United States and internationally. Its best practices research and insight programs include access to studies, executive education,
proprietary databases and online services, executive briefings, and other services. The company’s best practices research and insight programs are focused on
understanding industry dynamics, identifying best-demonstrated management practices, critically evaluating widely-followed but ineffective practices, and
analyzing emerging trends within the health care and education industries. The company also offers cloud-based business intelligence and software applications
that allow members to combine insights derived from best practices research with their operational and financial data to identify and assess revenue-maximizing,
cost-saving, or performance improvement opportunities; and consulting and management services that provide on-the-ground support for turnaround and
performance improvement initiatives, as well as best practice and day-in-day-out professional management of the hospital or medical group areas. In addition, it
provides data- and tech-enabled services that optimize hospital and health system supply chain, as well as strategic, data-driven student engagement and
enrollment management, financial aid optimization, and alumni fundraising solutions to the higher education industry. The company offers its services through
discrete programs to hospitals, health systems, pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies, health care insurers, medical device companies, colleges,
universities, and other health care-focused organizations and educational institutions. The Advisory Board Company was founded in 1979 and is headquartered in
Washington, District of Columbia.

Merge Healthcare 
Incorporated

MRGE Merge Healthcare Incorporated develops software solutions that facilitate the sharing of images to create an electronic healthcare experience for patients and
physicians worldwide. It operates in two segments, Merge Healthcare and Merge DNA. The company provides iConnect Enterprise Archive and iConnect Access
Enterprise Viewer, an interoperability and connectivity platform for imaging and diagnostic data access; iConnect Network to electronically manage in-bound
medical imaging referrals and distribution of results to referring physicians; iConnect Cloud Archive, a cloud-based and multi-tenant image archive that provides
disaster recovery/business continuity services; and iConnect Retinal Screening, a software solution for the screening of chronic visual diseases. It also offers clinical
and financial information systems, including picture archiving and communication systems (PICS) for general image review and management; specialty solutions
for cardiology, orthopaedics, ophthalmology, mammography, and oncology; add-on modules, such as referring physician portals and critical test results reporting;
eFilm workstation for radiology reading; CADstream workstations for specialty reading of magnetic resonance imaging breast, liver, and prostate studies; clinical
information systems that offer an electronic record of a medical procedure in various specialties; software and services for the revenue cycle management of
physician practices; and Merge One, a cloud-based radiology solution for ambulatory imaging businesses. In addition, the company provides software
development toolkits, technologies, and platforms to assist in the development of new products and enhancement of existing products. Further, it offers hosted
software solutions, including electronic data capture, interactive voice/Web response, and electronic patient reported outcomes software and devices. Merge
Healthcare Incorporated was founded in 1987 and is headquartered in Chicago, Illinois. As of October 13, 2015, Merge Healthcare Incorporated operates as a
subsidiary of International Business Machines Corporation.

Hooper Holmes Inc. AMEX:HH Hooper Holmes, Inc., together with its subsidiaries, provides health risk assessment services to health and insurance industries in the United States. The company
offers health risk assessment and risk management services by organizing health and wellness events; performing biometric screenings; administering health risk
assessments; compiling data and analytics for risk assessment services; sourcing and training health professionals; and providing onsite wellness coaching. It
serves health care management companies, including wellness companies, disease management organizations, clinical research organizations, and health plans
focused on managing the health care costs of corporate and government employees. It also offers assembly services for medical kits for sale to third parties. The
company was founded in 1899 and is headquartered in Olathe, Kansas.

HMS Holdings Corp. HMSY HMS Holdings Corp., through its subsidiaries, provides healthcare insurance benefit cost containment services in the United States. The company’s coordination of
benefits services provide cost avoidance services that offer validated insurance coverage information, which is used by government-sponsored payers to
coordinate benefits for incoming claims; payment integrity services to identify improper payments on a pre-payment and post-payment basis, identify and recover
overpayments, detect and prevent fraud and abuse, and identify process improvements; and eligibility verification services comprising asset and income
verification, premium assistance, dependent eligibility audits, and other verification solutions. It serves state Medicaid agencies; the centers for Medicare and
Medicaid services; commercial health plans, including Medicaid managed care, Medicare Advantage, and group health lines of business; government and private
employers; child support agencies; the Veterans Health Administration; and other healthcare payers and sponsors. HMS Holdings Corp. was founded in 1974 and is 
headquartered in Irving, Texas.

MedAssets, Inc. NasdaqGS:MDAS MedAssets, Inc., a performance improvement company, provides technology-enabled products and services for hospitals, health systems, non-acute healthcare
providers, payers, and other service providers and product manufacturers in the United States. It operates in two segments, Spend and Clinical Resource
Management (SCM) and Revenue Cycle Management (RCM). The SCM segment provides a suite of cost management services, supply chain analytics, and data
capabilities; strategic sourcing and group purchasing services; and medical device and clinical resource consulting, lean performance improvement, workforce
management, and supply chain outsourcing and procurement services. This segment also provides business intelligence and decision support tools. The RCM
segment offers Web-based software and technology-enabled services designed to enhance the revenue performance for healthcare organizations through patient
access and financial responsibility, clinical documentation, charge capture and revenue integrity, pricing analysis, claims processing and denials management,
payor contract management, extended business office revenue recovery, accounts receivable, and outsourcing services. As of December 31, 2014, the company
served approximately 4,500 acute care hospitals and 123,000 ancillary or non-acute provider locations. The company was incorporated in 1999 and is
headquartered in Alpharetta, Georgia.

Streamline Health 
Solutions, Inc.

NasdaqCM:STRM Streamline Health Solutions, Inc. provides health information technology solutions and services for hospitals and health systems in the United States and Canada.
It offers computer software-based solutions through its Looking Glass platform, which captures, aggregates, and translates structured and unstructured data to
deliver predictive insights to its clients. The company provides patient engagement solutions to assist clients in individual workflows, such as a patient portal,
physician referral, patient eligibility and authorization, and patient scheduling, as well as patient payment, including charity management. It also offers patient care
solutions that enable healthcare providers to enhance their patient care through individual workflows comprising clinical analytics, operating room management,
physician portal, and care coordination; and health information management, coding, and clinical documentation improvement (CDI) solutions, which include Web-
based software solutions, such as content management, release of information, computer-assisted coding, CDI, abstracting, and physician query. In addition, the
company provides financial management solutions, including accounts receivable management, denials management, claims processing, spend management, and
audit management; and custom integration, training, electronic image conversion, and database monitoring services. It sells its solutions and services through
direct sales force and reseller partnerships. Streamline Health Solutions, Inc. was founded in 1989 and is based in Atlanta, Georgia.

(1) Source: Capital IQ.



SAMPLE COMPANY Schedule C-2
Fair Value of One Stock Option per ASC 718 Effective Date of Valuation: December 31, 2014
Valuation Analysis - Guideline Public Company Method

Company Name Ticker
Market 

Capitalization
Enterprise 

Value Cash
Total Invested 
Capital ("TIC") Revenue EBITDA EBITDA Margin

1-Year Growth 
(Historical)

3-Year Growth 
(Historical) Debt/Total Capital TIC / Revenue TIC / EBITDA

Aetna Inc. NYSE:AET 31,242 38,379 1,420 36,959 58,003 4,737 8.2% 19.7% 19.7% 39.8% 0.6x 7.8x

Benefitfocus, Inc. NasdaqGM:BNFT 839 820 51 769 137 (52) -37.6% 25.9% 25.9% nmf 5.6x nmf

National Research Corp. NRCI.B 418 388 40 348 99 32 32.5% 9.3% 9.3% 8.7% 3.5x 10.8x

Healthstream Inc. HSTM 815 698 82 616 171 28 16.4% 27.6% 27.6% 0.0% 3.6x 22.0x

Computer Programs & Systems CPSI 681 652 24 628 205 53 26.0% 5.7% 5.7% 0.0% 3.1x 11.8x

Quality Systems Inc. QSII 940 816 114 702 477 43 9.0% 4.5% 4.5% 0.0% 1.5x 16.3x

The Advisory Board Company ABCO 1,766 1,743 73 1,670 582 50 8.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 2.9x 33.5x

Merge Healthcare Incorporated MRGE 693 536 42 494 212 36 16.9% -3.0% -3.0% 81.7% 2.3x 13.8x

Hooper Holmes Inc. AMEX:HH 36 32 5 27 29 (6) -21.5% -17.7% -17.7% 0.0% 1.0x nmf

HMS Holdings Corp. HMSY 1,856 1,933 133 1,800 443 88 19.9% 6.8% 6.8% 27.2% 4.1x 20.5x

MedAssets, Inc. NasdaqGS:MDAS 1,190 2,085 12 2,072 720 215 29.9% 7.6% 7.6% 66.6% 2.9x 9.6x

Streamline Health Solutions, Inc. NasdaqCM:STRM 79 89 6 83 28 (10) -37.0% 16.3% 16.3% 23.8% 3.0x nmf

SAMPLE COMPANY 3 27 0 0.0% 22.0%

Maximum 31,242                        38,379            1,420                  36,959                58,003                4,737                  32.5% 27.6% 27.6% 81.7% 5.6x 33.5x
Mean 3,379                          4,014              167                     3,847                  5,092                  435                     5.9% 8.6% 8.6% 22.5% 2.8x 17.0x
Median 827                             757                  47                        665                     209                     39                        12.7% 7.2% 7.2% 8.7% 2.9x 14.1x
Harmonic Mean 236                             224                  20                        196                     107                     n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 2.0x 13.5x
Minimum 36                                32                    5                          27                        28                        (52)                       -37.6% -17.7% -17.7% 0.0% 0.6x 7.8x
Standard Deviation 8,792                          10,844            397                     10,448                16,664                1,357                  24.5% 12.7% 12.7% 29.1% 1.37 9.45
Coefficient of Variation 2.60 2.70 2.38 2.72 3.27 3.12 4.13 1.48 1.48 1.29 0.48 0.55

Harmonic Mean (1) 2.0x
Multiple Adjustment for Risk (2) -0.9x

Multiple Adjustment for Growth (3) 0.4x
Adjusted Multiple 1.4x

Forecasted 2015 Revenue 26,583,684$                    
Discounted by 20.2% (4) (5,382,399)$                     

Revenue Applied to Value Analysis 21,201,286$                    

Indicated Fair Market Value of Total Invested Capital 30,351,545                      

Less: Interest-Bearing Debt (5) (6,836,071)                       
Non-controlling Fair Value of Equity 23,515,474$                    

Plus: Control Premium: 22.7% (6) 5,337,868                        

Fair Value of Equity on a Controlling Basis 28,853,343$                    

Plus: Excess Working Capital (7) -$                                  

Indicated Fair Value of Equity on a Controlling, Marketable Basis 28,853,343$                   

Estimated Fair Value of Equity on a Controlling, Marketable Basis (Rounded) 28,850,000$                   
Notes:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Adjusted due to the growth differential between the subject company and the acquired companies.
The forward multiple was discounted by the weighted average cost of capital (Schedule D-1).
See Schedule H-1.
The guideline public company method produces a value on a minority basis.  Accordingly, a control premium was applied.  See Schedule F-1.
Although the Company had cash on the balance sheet, it was required to execute on the Company's business plan.

TTM Multiples

Multiple was selected to equal the harmonic mean of the GPCs' aggregate multiples.
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($ millions unless otherwise indicated)

Adjusted due to the estimated risk differential between the subject company and the acquired companies (See Schedule B-2).



SAMPLE COMPANY Schedule C-3

Fair Value of One Stock Option per ASC 718 Effective Date of Valuation: December 31, 2014

Public Company Multiple Adjustment - Discount Rate Differential Analysis
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Data Source

Ibbotson Data Set
Duff & Phelps 

Data Set

Cost of Equity:
Risk-free Rate of Return 2.47% (1) 2.47% (1)

+ Long-term Equity Risk Premium 6.21% (2)
+ Small Stock Equity Risk Premium 1.60% (4)
+ Industry-specific Risk Premium -0.40% (5) -0.32% (6)
+ Company-specific Risk Premium 0.0% (7) 0.00% (7)

= Total Cost of Equity (rounded) 9.9% 12.1%

Cost of Debt:
Estimated Pre-tax Cost of Debt 4.7% (8) 4.7% (8)

x 1 - Estimated Tax Rate of 38.0% 62.0% (9) 62.0% (9)

= Total After-tax Cost of Debt (rounded) 2.9% 2.9%

Capitalization Structure:
Percentage of Equity 83.8% (10) 83.8% (10)

+ Percentage of Debt 16.2% (10) 16.2% (10)

= Total Capital Structure 100.0% 100.0%

Discount Rate:
Cost of Equity 8.3% 10.1%

+ Cost of Debt 0.5% 0.5%

= Indicated Weighted Average Cost of Capital 8.8% 10.6%

= Estimated GPC Discount Rate 9.7%

Company Discount Rate (11) 20.2%

Multiple Adjustment (12) 47.8%

Notes:
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11) See Schedule D-1.
(12) =1/(company discount rate/estimated GPC discount rate)
Sources: As cited above, Arpeggio Advisors, LLC calculations

An adjustment is made to industry-specific risk premia produced using the Ibbotson data set in order to be
compatible with the Duff & Phelps data set.

Arpeggio Advisors, LLC estimate based on incremental risk associated with the subject company and its
projected cash flows.

Estimate based on market cost of debt as of the Valuation Date with consideration given to spread
appropriate for the assets.

The Company was a domiciled entity with operations in several jurisdictions; we assumed a blended
corporate income tax rate of 0.0% based on typical market participant assumptions.

Duff & Phelps, LLC's 2015 Valuation Handbook: Industry Cost of Capital (Market Results through March 2015) ; 
SIC 7374, Computer Processing and Data Preparation and Processing Services, Small Composite 5-year 
average.

Duff & Phelps, LLC's 2015 Valuation Handbook: Guide to Cost of Capital (Market Results through 2014)  and 
Morningstar, Inc.'s Market Results for Stocks, Bonds, Bills, and Inflation ; based on historical industry data (SIC 
7374 - Computer Processing and Data Preparation Processing Services).

9.96% (3)

Reported yield on 20-year Treasury bonds (constant maturities), per the Federal Reserve
(www.federalreserve.gov).

Forward-looking (supply-side) equity risk premium per Duff & Phelps, LLC's 2015 Valuation Handbook:
Guide to Cost of Capital (Market Results through 2014).

Duff & Phelps, LLC's 2015 Valuation Handbook: Guide to Cost of Capital (Market Results through 2014) ; 5th
decile (market capitalization of $2.55 billion - $3.72 billion).

Duff & Phelps, LLC's 2015 Valuation Handbook: Guide to Cost of Capital (Market Results through 2014) , 
Smoothed Average Unlevered Risk Premium, 25th (smallest) size category by sales ($120 - $371 million) 
(Exhibit C-7).



SAMPLE COMPANY Schedule D-1

Fair Value of One Stock Option per ASC 718 Effective Date of Valuation: December 31, 2014

Discount Rate Analysis - Company Weighted Average Cost of Capital
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Data Source

Ibbotson Data Set
Duff & Phelps 

Data Set

Cost of Equity:
Risk-free Rate of Return 2.47% (1) 2.47% (1)

+ Long-term Equity Risk Premium 6.21% (2)
+ Small Stock Equity Risk Premium 5.78% (4)
+ Industry-specific Risk Premium -0.40% (5) -0.32% (6)
+ Company-specific Risk Premium 10.00% (7) 10.00% (7)

= Total Cost of Equity (rounded) 24.1% 23.1%

Cost of Debt:
Estimated Pre-tax Cost of Debt 4.7% (8) 4.7% (8)

x 1 - Estimated Tax Rate of 38.0% 62.0% (9) 62.0% (9)

= Total After-tax Cost of Debt (rounded) 2.9% 2.9%

Capitalization Structure:
Percentage of Equity 83.8% (10) 83.8% (10)

+ Percentage of Debt 16.2% (10) 16.2% (10)

= Total Capital Structure 100.0% 100.0%

Discount Rate:
Weighted Cost of Equity 20.2% 19.4%

+ Weighted Cost of Debt 0.5% 0.5%

= Indicated Weighted Average Cost of Capital 20.7% 19.8%

= Discount Rate 20.2%

Notes:
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

Sources: As cited above, Arpeggio Advisors, LLC calculations

10.95% (3)

Reported yield on 20-year Treasury bonds (constant maturities), per the Federal Reserve (www.federalreserve.gov).

Duff & Phelps, LLC's 2015 Valuation Handbook: Guide to Cost of Capital (Market Results through 2014) ; 10th decile
(market capitalization of less than $135 million).

Duff & Phelps, LLC's 2015 Valuation Handbook: Guide to Cost of Capital (Market Results through 2014)  and 
Morningstar, Inc.'s Market Results for Stocks, Bonds, Bills, and Inflation ; based on historical industry data (SIC 7374 - 
Computer Processing and Data Preparation Processing Services).

Estimate based on market cost of debt as of the Valuation Date with consideration given to spread appropriate for
the assets.

The Company was a domiciled entity with operations in several jurisdictions; we assumed a blended corporate
income tax rate of 38.0% based on typical market participant assumptions.

Duff & Phelps, LLC's 2015 Valuation Handbook: Industry Cost of Capital (Market Results through March 2015) ; SIC 
7374, Computer Processing and Data Preparation and Processing Services, Small Composite 5-year average.

An adjustment is made to industry-specific risk premia produced using the Ibbotson data set in order to be
compatible with the Duff & Phelps data set.

Forward-looking (supply-side) equity risk premium per Duff & Phelps, LLC's 2015 Valuation Handbook: Guide to
Cost of Capital (Market Results through 2014).

Duff & Phelps, LLC's 2015 Valuation Handbook: Guide to Cost of Capital (Market Results through 2014) , Smoothed 
Average Unlevered Risk Premium, 25th (smallest) size category by sales (less than $120 million) (Exhibit C-7).

Arpeggio Advisors, LLC estimate based on incremental risk associated with the subject company and its projected
cash flows.



SAMPLE COMPANY Schedule E-1
Fair Value of One Stock Option per ASC 718 Effective Date of Valuation: December 31, 2014
Capital Structure

Class of Equity

Shares 
Outstanding (or 

CSE) (1)

Purchase 
Price/Exercise 

Price (1)
Face Value of 

Preferred Shares

Accumulated & 
Projected 

Dividends (2)
Preference at 

Liquidity 
Strike Price per 

CSE

Series Preferred Seed 116,000,000               $0.25 29,000,000$      -$                        29,000,000$              0.25$               
Common Shares 24,000,000                 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a
Options Granted (Common) 8,277,000                   $0.25 0.25$               
Options Available 1,123,000 n/a

Total Outstanding 148,277,000          

Dividend Rate 4.0% Non-Cumulative
Time to Liquidation 1.00                     Year

Notes:
(1)
(2) Dividend rate - the Company had not issued dividends in the past and had no plans to do so as of the Valuation Date.

Per the share purchase documents provided by management of the Company ("Management").
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SAMPLE COMPANY Schedule E-2
Fair Value of One Stock Option per ASC 718 Effective Date of Valuation: December 31, 2014
Break Points

Starting from: BreakPoint Descriptions
$0 #1 Preferred Seed receives value

$29,000,000 #2 Common only receives value
$34,760,000 #3
$35,011,230 #4

Name # of Options Strike Price Proceeds
Options Granted 8,277,000 0.25$                                 2,069,250
Options Available 1,123,000 0.24$                                 269,520

Breakpoint No.1 Preferred Seed receives value

Breakpoint No.2 Common only receives value
Preferred Seed Liquidation Preference 29,000,000$              
Plus: Preferred Seed dividend -                              

29,000,000$        

Breakpoint No.3 Avaliable Options exercise @ $0.24
Shares Outstanding
Total common shares outstanding (Common, Options Avaliable) 25,123,000                
Exercise Price 0.24$                          
Subtotal 6,029,520                  
Less: Cash Proceeds from Option Exercise (269,520)                    
Plus: Remaining Liquidation Preference 29,000,000                

34,760,000$        

Breakpoint No.4
Shares Outstanding
Total common shares outstanding (Common, Series A, Options Granted & Avaliable) 149,400,000              
Conversion Price 0.25$                          
Subtotal 37,350,000$              
Less: Cash Proceeds from Option Exercise (2,338,770)                 
Plus: Remaining Liquidation Preference -                              

35,011,230$        

Notes:

Arpeggio Advisors, LLC computations.

Source: Certificate of Incorporation of SAMPLE COMPANY, Stockholders Agreement, dated January 17, 2014, SAMPLE COMPANY as of March 31, 2015 (represented to be identicial to the capitalization table as of the 
Valuation Date.)

Break Points Summary

Preferred Seed converts to common and Options exercise @ $0.25

Series A, Common & Avaliable Options @ $0.24, Options granted @ $0.25

Applicable Equity Classes
Preferred Seed

Common & Available Options @ $0.24
Preferred Seed converts to common and Options exercise @ $0.25

Common

Options Outstanding

Avaliable Options exercise @ $0.24
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SAMPLE COMPANY Schedule E-3
Fair Value of One Stock Option per ASC 718 Effective Date of Valuation: December 31, 2014
Equity Value Allocation
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Allocation Among Classes (%)

Call Option 
Tranche Threshold Underlying Value (1)

Tranche Value 
(2) Applicable Classes Applicable Shares Preferred Seed Common

Available 
Options $0.24

Granted 
Options $0.25 Total

1-2 -$                     to 29,000,000$       15,364,408$        Preferred Seed 116,000,000               100.0% 100.0%

2-3 29,000,000$       to 34,760,000$       1,373,139$          Common 24,000,000                 100.0% 100.0%

3-4 34,760,000$       to 35,011,230$       53,861$                Common & Available Options @ $0.24 25,123,000                 0.0% 95.5% 4.5% 100.0%

4-5 35,011,230$       < 9,713,592$          Series A, Common & Avaliable Options 
@ $0.24, Options granted @ $0.25

149,400,000               77.6% 16.1% 0.8% 5.5% 100.0%

26,505,000$        Value 22,906,420$        2,985,009$          75,422$               538,149$             26,505,000$         
Shares 116,000,000        24,000,000          1,123,000            8,277,000            149,400,000         

Per Share Value 0.20$                   0.12$                   0.07$                   0.07$                   

Notes:
(1) See Schedule E-2.
(2) Incremental value between call option values (see Schedule E-4 for call option values).

 



SAMPLE COMPANY Schedule E-4
Fair Value of One Stock Option per ASC 718 Effective Date of Valuation: December 31, 2014
Equity Allocation - Option Pricing Model ("OPM")

OPM -1 OPM -2 OPM -3 OPM -4
Input Variables

S = Stock Price (2) $26,505,000 $26,505,000 $26,505,000 $26,505,000
X = Exercise Price (3) $0 $29,000,000 $34,760,000 $35,011,230
t = Time to Expiration (Years) (4) 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0
r = Risk-Free Rate (5) 1.65% 1.65% 1.65% 1.65%
σ = Volatility (Standard Deviation) (6) 49.82% 49.82% 49.82% 49.82%

C (Value of Call Option)
SN(d1) - Xe-rtN(d2) = $26,505,000 $11,140,592 $9,767,453 $9,713,592

Where:

d1 = 1st Black-Scholes Parameter

where d1 = [ln (S/X) + (r + .5 * σ2) * t]/[σ * SQRT(t)

d2 = 2nd Black-Scholes Parameter
where d2 = d1 - [σ * SQRT(t)]

σ2 = Variance = Square of Standard Deviation 24.82% 24.82% 24.82% 24.82%
N(d1) = Cumulative Normal Distribution Function 1.000 0.709 0.651 0.648
N(d2) = Cumulative Normal Distribution Function 1.000 0.286 0.234 0.232

Notes:
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)
(5)
(6)

Source: Five-year Treasury Constant Maturities rate as of the Valuation Date as published by the U.S. Federal Reserve.
Observed one-year volatility of the selected guideline public companies.  See Schedule G-2.

We use a term of five years, the estimated liquidity event window as indicated by Management.

The exercise price is the underlying value of the Company at which each class of stock would receive value based on the liquidation
preferences and conversion values of its class (Schedule E-2).

The stock price used in the Black-Scholes model is the estimated fair market value of 100% of the equity of the Company on a controlling,
marketable basis (Schedule A-1).

OPM is a commonly used method for allocating value between multiple classes of stock. Under this method, each class of stock is modeled as
a call option with a distinct claim on the value of the Company.

21.061 -0.564 -0.733

22.175 0.550 0.388 0.381

-0.726
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SAMPLE COMPANY Schedule F-1
Fair Value of One Stock Option per ASC 718 Effective Date of Valuation: December 31, 2014
Discount for Lack of Control

Date 
Effective Acquirer Name

Target SIC 
Code Target Name Target Business Description

Implied Minority 
Discount

12/29/2014 Focus Universal, Inc. /Private Group/ 7311 Focus Universal, Inc. Provides online marketing, advertising and design services -4900.0%

11/18/2014 Weed Growth Fund, Inc. 1796 City Media, Inc. Owns, maintains and places automated teller machines -4824.2%

11/24/2014 Novacap Management, Inc. (Novacap 
Technologies)

3577 Dialogic, Inc. Develops communications equipment and software -440.0%

7/1/2013 Fortune Industries, Inc. /Management/ 8742 Fortune Industries, Inc. Provides human resources outsourcing services -37.7%

7/31/2013 Phazar Corp. /Private Group/ 3663 Phazar Corp. Designs, manufactures and markets antennas, towers, support 
structures, masts and communication accessories

-18.4%

12/5/2014 Genstar Capital LLC (Tecomet, Inc.) 3841 Symmetry Medical, Inc. Manufactures comprehensive surgical instruments for orthopedic and 
other medical device disciplines

-17.5%

7/30/2013 JF Lehman & Co., Inc. (NRC US Holding 
Co. LLC)

4959 OP-TECH Environmental Services, Inc. Provides environmental, remediation and waste management services -3.4%

12/11/2013 Wasserstein & Co. LP 4899 Globecomm Systems, Inc. Provides satellite-based network services -1.7%

9/3/2014 The Blackstone Group LP / Mill Road 
Capital Management LLC

3149 R.G. Barry Corp. Develops and markets accessories brands and fashionable, solution-
oriented products

-0.6%

2/14/2013 Parthenon Capital LLC 6719 White River Capital, Inc. Operates as a financial services holding company 0.1%

2/19/2014 Tarrant Capital IP LLC (TPG Capital LP) 6719 Arden Group, Inc. Operates as a holding company, which through its subsidiaries 
operates supermarkets

0.7%

4/8/2014 Sycamore Partners Management LLC 2335 The Jones Group, Inc. Designs, manufactures and markets sportswear, jeans, suits, dresses, 
menswear, shoes, accessories and jewelries

3.1%

12/3/2013 Marlin Management Co. LLC (Marlin 
Equity Partners LLC)

3661 Tellabs, Inc. Designs and develops telecommunications networking products 4.1%

1/17/2014 International Petroleum Investment Co. 
PJSC (Compañía Española de Petroleos 

1311 Coastal Energy Co. Explores and produces petroleum and natural gas properties 4.4%

9/10/2013 BMC Software, Inc. /Private Group/ 7372 BMC Software, Inc. Develops enterprise software 4.9%

6/13/2014 Lone Star Global Acquisitions Ltd. (Lone 
Star Funds)

6099 DFC Global Corp. Provides financial services serving under-banked consumers 5.5%

4/25/2013 Commonwealth Associates Group 
Holdings LLC (AutoInfo Holdings LLC)

4731 AutoInfo, Inc. Provides logistics and freight management services 6.7%

5/7/2013 Greenbriar Equity Group LLC (GB Aero 
Engine LLC)

3724 EDAC Technologies Corp. Provides designing and precision manufacturing services for special 
tools, equipment, gauges and components used for jet engines

7.4%

10/8/2014 Monomoy Capital Partners LLC 3663 Cobra Electronics Corp. Designs and manufactures mobile communications products 7.7%
1/31/2014 American Industrial Partners 3569 Flow International Corp. Develops and manufactures industrial waterjet systems for cutting and 

cleaning applications
7.9%

7/30/2013 Soros Fund Management LLC 
(TowerBrook Capital Partners LP)

2325 True Religion Apparel, Inc. Designs, manufactures and markets apparel 8.0%

1/31/2013 Linden LLC (Linden Capital Partners LP) 3843 Young Innovations, Inc. Manufactures and designs dental equipment 8.0%

2/1/2013 EQT Partners AB 2048 Westway Group, Inc. Provides storage services and produces liquid animal feed supplements 8.8%

10/16/2013 The Pritzker Group (The Pritzker 
Organization LLC)

3312 TMS International Corp. Provides outsourced industrial steel services 11.0%

3/20/2014 Insight Equity Holdings LLC (Zink 
Acquisition Holdings, Inc.)

3479 Material Sciences Corp. Designs, manufactures and marketing of material-based solutions for 
acoustical & coated applications

12.0%

12/15/2014 Thoma Bravo LLC 7372 Compuware Corp. Operates as a technology performance company, which develops 
software products

13.9%

4/24/2013 Ontario Teachers' Pension Plan Board 7359 SeaCube Container Leasing Ltd. Acquires, leases, re-leases and sells intermodal containers and 
complementary container equipment

14.3%

2/27/2014 H.I.G. Capital Management, Inc. (H.I.G. 
Capital LLC)

2819 American Pacific Corp. Manufactures chemicals, specialty chemicals and propulsion products 15.9%

2/24/2014 Griffin Holdings LLC 2679 Tufco Technologies, Inc. Offers contract manufacturing and specialty printing services 16.0%

4/23/2013 Duff & Phelps Corp. /Private Group/ 6282 Duff & Phelps Corp. Provides financial advisor and investment management services 16.1%

6/7/2013 Berkshire Hathaway, Inc. / 3G Capital 
Partners Ltd. (Private Equity)

2035 H.J. Heinz Co. Produces processed food products 16.6%

11/4/2013 Vista Equity Partners LLC 7371 Greenway Medical Technologies, Inc. Provides healthcare and clinical research business solutions & services 16.7%

3/13/2013 JLL Partners, Inc. 8071 BioClinica, Inc. Provides integrated and technology-enhanced clinical trial 
management services

16.7%

5/24/2013 ABB Ltd. (Energy Capital Partners LLC) 4939 EnergySolutions, Inc. Provides technology-based nuclear services 17.1%

10/10/2013 Apax Partners LLP 5651 rue21, Inc. Operates retail apparel and accessory stores 18.8%

8/19/2013 Duff Brothers Capital Corp. 4213 Frozen Food Express Industries, Inc. Provides temperature-controlled truckload services 19.0%

8/19/2014 Versa Capital Management, Inc. (Vestis 
Retail Group LLC)

5941 Sport Chalet, Inc. Owns and operates sporting goods stores 19.6%

2/14/2014 Apollo Global Management LLC 5812 CEC Entertainment, Inc. Develops, operates and franchise family dining and entertainment 
centers

19.7%

7/11/2013 Tarrant Capital IP LLC (TPG Capital LP) 8051 Assisted Living Concepts, Inc. Provides home care facilities 19.7%

1/6/2014 Sterling Partners, Inc. 7375 Innotrac Corp. Provides e-commerce fulfillment and customer care services 20.5%

12/5/2014 Vista Equity Partners LLC 7372 TIBCO Software, Inc. Provides electronic business infrastructure software products 20.8%

7/1/2013 Madison Dearborn Partners LLC 6411 National Financial Partners Corp. Provides insurance brokerage services and investment services 20.9%

6/6/2014 Tower Three Partners LLC (T3 North 
Intermediate Holdings, Inc.)

4813 NTS, Inc. Provides telecommunications and broadband services 21.0%

11/15/2013 Vista Equity Partners LLC 7375 The Active Network, Inc. Provides website operation services 21.4%

10/29/2013 Dell, Inc. /Private Group/ 3571 Dell, Inc. Designs, develops, manufactures and distributes computer systems 21.6%

3/5/2014 GTCR LLC (Sterigenics International LLC) 7389 Food Technology Service, Inc. Owns and operates irradiation facility 22.1%

6/25/2013 Vista Equity Partners LLC 7372 Websense, Inc. Provides web filtering and security, data loss prevention, email anti-
spam and security solutions

22.3%

12/17/2014 Fortistar Capital, Inc. / Primary Energy 
Recycling Corp. /Private Group/

4939 Primary Energy Recycling Corp. Owns and operates clean and efficient energy projects 22.5%
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6/12/2013 Sycamore Partners Management LLC 5999 Hot Topic, Inc. Provides retail stores that specializes in apparel, accessories, gifts and 
music

23.2%

6/24/2013 Avista Capital Holdings LP 3663 Telular Corp. Designs and manufactures wireless products and provide alarm and 
event monitoring services

23.6%

9/19/2013 Paulson & Co., Inc. 3931 Steinway Musical Instruments, Inc. Designs, manufactures, and markets musical instruments 23.9%

11/1/2013 Dole Food Co., Inc. /Management/ 0179 Dole Food Co., Inc. Produces, distributes and markets fruits, vegetables and frozen foods 24.5%

8/9/2013 American Greetings Corp. /Private 
Group/

2771 American Greetings Corp. Designs and publishes greeting cards 24.5%

5/1/2013 LaunchEquity Partners LLC 7372 MakeMusic, Inc. Develops and markets proprietary music technology and software 26.0%

1/14/2013 Peek Investments LLC 7375 LookSmart Ltd. Operates an Internet search engine and provides advertising services 26.0%

11/22/2013 Aurora Capital Group LP 8711 National Technical Systems, Inc. Provides technical, engineering and testing services 27.9%

7/30/2013 KKR & Co. LP (Kohlberg Kravis Roberts 
& Co. LP)

3563 Gardner Denver, Inc. Manufactures air compressors and blowers 28.0%

9/29/2014 Chindex International, Inc. /Private 
Group/

8062 Chindex International, Inc. Provides healthcare services 28.5%

2/18/2014 Veritas Capital LLC 3663 Anaren, Inc. Designs, develops, manufactures, and sells complex microwave signal 
distribution networks

28.8%

2/15/2013 SIRIS Capital Group LLC 7374 TNS, Inc. Provides data communications solutions 30.7%

10/29/2013 Juniper Investment Co. LLC 3841 Theragenics Corp. Develops, manufactures and markets medical devices 32.3%

5/30/2014 GTCR LLC 7372 Vocus, Inc. Provides hosted on-demand software for the public relations industry 32.3%

8/22/2013 Thoma Bravo LLC 7372 Keynote Systems, Inc. Provides Internet performance measurement systems and diagnostic 
services

32.5%

12/22/2014 Pike Corp. /Private Group/ 1731 Pike Corp. Provides energy solutions 33.7%
12/9/2013 Pageflex Acquisitions, Inc. 7372 Marlborough Software Development 

Holdings, Inc.
Develops software solutions 34.1%

10/9/2014 Evoq Properties, Inc. /Private Group/ 6531 Evoq Properties, Inc. Develops, redevelops and owns commercial & residential properties 34.2%

9/30/2013 Mod Pac Corp. /Management/ 2759 MOD-PAC Corp. Provides short run printing services 40.6%

2/7/2014 Spectrum Equity Investors (Extreme 
Reach, Inc.)

7389 Digital Generation, Inc. Provides digital advertising management solutions 41.4%

10/31/2014 Vista Equity Partners LLC (Omnitracs 
LLC)

7371 XRS Corp. Provides mobile and software applications for the transportation 
industry

46.1%

9/17/2013 International Data Group, Inc. (IDG 
Capital Partners Co., Ltd.)

3679 MEMSIC, Inc. Supplies inertial sensors systems, sensor components and wireless 
sensors

60.5%

5/9/2013 Thomas H. Lee Advisors LLC (Party City 
Holdings, Inc.)

5999 iParty Corp. Operates party goods retail stores. 66.0%

1st Quartile Boundary 7.6%
3rd Quartile Boundary 25.3%

Interquartile Average 17.6%
Interquartile Median 19.3%

Selected Discount for Lack of Control (Rounded) 18.5%

Implied Control Premium 22.7%
Notes:
(1) Source: Mergerstat/BVR Control Premium Study online database. Based on all the transactions that took place between January 1, 2013 and the Valuation Date.



SAMPLE COMPANY Schedule G-1
Fair Value of One Stock Option per ASC 718 Effective Date of Valuation: December 31, 2014
Discount for Lack of Marketability - Put Option Analysis

Input Variables
S = Stock Price (2) $26,505,000 A
X = Exercise Price (3) $26,505,000
t = Time to Expiration (Years) (4) 1
r = Risk-Free Rate (5) 0.26%
σ = Volatility (Standard Deviation) (6) 49.8%

P (Value of Put 
Option) =  Xe-rtN(-d2) - SN(-d1) = $5,172,849 B

Where:

d1 = 1st Black-Scholes Parameter

where d1 = [ln (S/X) + (r + .5 * σ2) * t]/[σ * SQRT(t)]

d2 = 2nd Black-Scholes Parameter
where d2 = d1 - [σ * SQRT(t)]

σ2 = Variance = Square of Standard Deviation 24.82%
N(-d1) = Cumulative Normal Distribution Function 0.400
N(-d2) = Cumulative Normal Distribution Function 0.596

DLOM = Calculated Value of Put Option/ Stock Price = 19.5% C=B/A

Selected DLOM (Rounded) 19.5%

Notes:

(1)

(2) The stock price used in the Black-Scholes model is the calculated fair market value of 100% of the Company's equity.
(3) The exercise price is equal to the stock price.
(4)

(5) Source: One-year Treasury Constant Maturities rate as of the Valuation Date, as published by U.S. Federal Reserve.
(6) Adjusted volatility based on comparable public companies (see Exhibit G-2).

In 1993, David B. Chaffe III, published an article in Business Valuation Review  discussing his theory that the Black-Scholes pricing model could be used 
to determine the amount of a marketability discount.  He demonstrated that the value of an at-the-money put option, i.e. when stock price is equal 
to exercise price, as a proportion of the price of a stock is a good estimation for discounts taken on restricted stocks.

We use a term of one year based on the assumption that it would take approximately that period of time to liquidate the interest in the business.

0.254

-0.244
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SAMPLE COMPANY Schedule G-2
Fair Value of One Stock Option per ASC 718 Effective Date of Valuation: December 31, 2014
Discount for Lack of Marketability - Volatility Adjustment

Ticker Guideline Public Companies (GPCs) Stock Exchange
One-Year 

Volatility (1)

Market 
Capitalization ($ 

millions) (1) Quintile (2)

NYSE or NASDAQ GPC 
Quintile Median 

Volatility (2)
First Quintile 
Volatility (2)

Increment to Adjust 
to First Quintile 

Volatility
Adjusted 
Volatility

NYSE:AET Aetna Inc. NYSE 21.0% 31,241.5 Fourth 0.244 0.334 36.9% 28.7%
NasdaqGM:BNFT Benefitfocus, Inc. NasdaqGM 73.9% 839.3 Fourth 0.383 0.518 35.2% 99.9%
NRCI.B National Research Corp. NasdaqGS 40.2% 417.8 Third 0.395 0.518 31.1% 52.7%
HSTM Healthstream Inc. NasdaqGS 41.5% 814.7 Fourth 0.383 0.518 35.2% 56.1%
CPSI Computer Programs & Systems Inc. NasdaqGS 24.6% 680.9 Fourth 0.383 0.518 35.2% 33.3%
QSII Quality Systems Inc. NasdaqGS 28.9% 939.6 Fourth 0.383 0.518 35.2% 39.0%
ABCO The Advisory Board Company NasdaqGS 37.8% 1,765.9 Fourth 0.383 0.518 35.2% 51.1%
MRGE Merge Healthcare Incorporated CBOE 44.5% 341.5 Third 0.395 0.518 31.1% 58.4%
AMEX:HH Hooper Holmes Inc. AMEX 47.0% 36.5 First 0.518 0.518 0.0% 47.0%
HMSY HMS Holdings Corp. NasdaqGS 43.5% 1,855.8 Fourth 0.383 0.518 35.2% 58.9%
NasdaqGS:MDAS MedAssets, Inc. NasdaqGS 32.0% 1,189.7 Fourth 0.383 0.518 35.2% 43.3%
NasdaqCM:STRM Streamline Health Solutions, Inc. NasdaqCM (3) 48.6% 79.2 First 0.518 0.518 0.0% 48.6%

Median Volatility 49.8%

Notes:
(1)
(2) Source: "Valuing Illiquid Common Stock" Edward A. Dyl and George J. Jiang, Financial Analysts Journal Volume 64, Number 4, July/August 2008.
(3) Assumed to be comparable to the NASDAQ.

Source: Capital IQ. 
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SAMPLE COMPANY Schedule H-1
Fair Value of One Stock Option Valuation per ASC 718 Effective Date of Valuation: December 31, 2014
Opening and Projected Balance Sheets

---- Historical ----
FYE* Dec 31,

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
Current Assets
      Cash 3,122,328 1,843,644 2,246,143 3,553,590 4,663,513 6,434,437 9,617,477
      Accounts Receivable 1,783,282 5,095,463 4,877,571 5,542,942 6,232,848 6,965,981 7,706,193
      Prepaid Expenses 96,709 428,577 428,577 428,577 428,577 428,577 428,577
            Other Current Assets 24,247 24,539 24,539 24,539 24,539 24,539 24,539
Total Current Assets 5,026,566 7,392,222 7,576,829 9,549,648 11,349,477 13,853,534 17,776,785
Property and Equipment
      Property and Equipment 1,398,698 5,292,857 5,642,857 5,992,857 6,342,857 6,692,857 7,042,857
      Accumulated Depreciation (963,095) (3,906,713) (4,452,680) (4,873,647) (5,273,993) (5,653,850) (6,013,352)
Property and Equipment, net 435,602 1,386,144 1,190,177 1,119,210 1,068,864 1,039,008 1,029,505
Deposits
      Deposits 17,517 352,996 352,996 352,996 352,996 352,996 352,996
Goodwill
      Goodwill 25,593,536 48,456,964 48,456,964 48,456,964 48,456,964 48,456,964 48,456,964
Total Assets 31,073,221 57,588,326 57,576,966 59,478,818 61,228,301 63,702,502 67,616,251

Current Liabilities
      Accounts Payable 334,387 829,524 895,572 966,904 1,043,942 1,127,143 1,217,001
            Accrued Expenses 499,678 2,012,372 2,012,372 2,012,372 2,012,372 2,012,372 2,012,372
Total Current Liabilities 834,064 2,841,896 2,907,944 2,979,276 3,056,314 3,139,516 3,229,373
Deferred Rent 84,707 954,798 954,798 954,798 954,798 954,798 954,798
Deferred Revenue 1,106,851 3,049,027 2,899,027 2,749,027 2,599,027 2,472,358 2,472,358
Notes Payable 6,836,071 7,466,397 7,976,965 2,301,847 2,516,361 156,707 156,707
Earnout Payable 3,000,000 2,000,000 0 0 0 0 0
Due To(From) 24,942,219 49,583,901 48,083,901 49,583,901 41,833,901 34,033,901 22,033,901
Total Liabilities 36,803,912 65,896,020 62,822,636 58,568,849 50,960,401 40,757,280 28,847,137
Retained Earnings 0 (5,730,691) (8,307,694) (5,251,969) 897,369 10,249,000 22,920,022
Net Income (5,730,691) (2,577,002) 3,055,724 6,149,338 9,351,631 12,671,022 15,817,592
Total Equity (5,730,691) (8,307,694) (5,251,969) 897,369 10,249,000 22,920,022 38,737,613
Total Liabilities & Capital 31,073,221 57,588,326 57,570,666 59,466,218 61,209,401 63,677,302 67,584,751

Debt-free, Cash-free Net Working Capital 1,070,174 2,706,682 2,422,742 3,016,782 3,629,649 4,279,581 4,929,936
Change in Debt-free, Cash-free Net Working Capital 1,636,508 (283,940) 594,040 612,868 649,932 650,354
Revenue 26,583,684 38,545,505 44,504,603 50,192,519 56,214,138 62,300,276
Change in Revenue 11,961,821 5,959,098 5,687,916 6,021,619 6,086,138

Incremental Working Capital Requirement as % of Revenue -2.4% 10.0% 10.8% 10.8% 10.7%

Notes:
Source - projected balance sheets provided by SAMPLE COMPANY.
Arpeggio Advisors, LLC Computations

--------- Projected (1) --------- 
For the Fiscal Year Ending December 31,
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